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Abstract

The world’s hunger for connectivity appears to be endlessly growing, yet the
capacity of the networks that underpin that connectivity is anything but endless.
This thesis explores both short and long term solutions for increasing the capacity
of the largest and most capacious of these networks, the backbones upon which the
Internet is built: optical transport networks.

In the short term, Flexi-grid technology has emerged as the evolution of fixed-
grid WDM optical networks, providing higher potential throughput but suffering
from an aggravated form of the spectrum fragmentation problem that affects fixed-
grid networks. A novel path-based metric to better evaluate the fragmentation of
spectral resources in flexi-grid networks is presented, which considers both the fact
that free spectrum slices may not be available on all the links of a path, and the
likelihood that an end-to-end spectral void is usable to route incoming connections,
and tested by means of simulations, finding that it outperforms existing ones from
literature.

For the longer term, Space Division Multiplexing (SDM) is a promising solu-
tion to overcome the looming fiber capacity crunch, and, perhaps more importantly,
can offer a beneficial ratio between the expected capacity gains and the resulting
increase in the cost of the network thanks to Joint and Fractional Joint Switching ar-
chitectures and integrated transceivers and amplifiers. A model for such network
is presented, and multiple heuristics for solving the Routing, Space and Spectrum
Allocation problem are described, studied via simulations and iteratively improved,
with the objective of quantifying the likely performance of several SDM architec-
tures under multiple traffic scenarios. In addition, possible improvements to joint
switching architectures, and an experimental SDN control plane for SDM networks,
are presented and characterized, again by means of simulations. SDM is shown to
be an attractive technology for increasing future transport networks capacity, at a
reasonable cost.
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Chapter 1

Optical Networking Primer

This short chapter presents, in the interest of accessibility, some basic information
and terminology pertaining optical network components, operations and relation-
ship with other network layers and technologies. Readers familiar with optical net-
works and related concepts can safely skip to Chapter 2, which outlines the moti-
vation, research problems and contributions to the State of the Art of this thesis, as
well as the methodology used to verify them.

1.1 Overview of Optical Network Components

At a very high level, an optical network is a network in which information is ex-
changed encoded onto streams of photons, often (but not always) guided by means
of optical fibers.

Due to timing constraints in the configuration and tuning of commercial lasers,
most modern optical networks are circuit-switched (Optical Circuit Switching, OCS);
an optical circuit is known as a lightpath.

All optical networks are based on one to four fundamental components:

• Optical Transceivers, which convert signals between the electronic and optical
domains;

• Optical Fibers, which provide the low-loss pipe-work through which optical
signals are transported;

• Optical Switches, which enable the switching (and routing) of signals directly
in the optical domain;

• Optical Amplifiers, which enhance the distance that can be covered by optical
signals.

While a pair of transceivers may suffice for short point-to-point links over free
space, the other components can allow optical signals to form networks that effi-
ciently traverse nations and cross oceans.

1.1.1 Optical Transceivers

Optical Transceivers are, at the simplest level, devices that convert between electri-
cal and optical signals. Modern examples use high quality tunable coherent lasers,
which exhibit excellent stability in signal frequency and power distribution, and
can be configured to transmit and receive at one of a range of different frequencies.
While early transceivers relied on simple On-Off Keying to encode data, modern
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hardware employs advanced digital modulation formats, such as variants of Phase-
Shift Keying (PSK) and Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM), to encode sev-
eral bits over complex symbols and achieve, for state of the art device, throughputs
in the order of 400 Gbps [1]. Furthermore, modern transceivers transparently in-
clude Forward Error Correction (FEC) codes in the transported data, which, while
imposing an overhead on the usable throughput, in combination with the low Bit
Error Rate (BER) induced by optical fibers ensure virtually error-free transmission.

A couple of precisely aligned (via specialized lenses) transceivers are sufficient
to create a point-to-point optical link over free space, a technique known as free-
space optics, which is a mature but still active field of research. Such technology
presents several drawbacks compared to more standard fiber-based deployments,
chiefly a strong dependence on weather conditions: fog or heavy rain all but prevent
communication. It can, however, be useful for short-reach communications where
digging trenches to lay fibers would be impossible or prohibitively expensive, or
for very specific low-latency applications. Examples of the former include crossing
mountainous areas or rivers in the absences of adequate roads and bridges, while the
latter include privately built networks for high frequency trading, where the small
delay added by the twists and bends of traditional fiber deployments would be a
competitive disadvantage.

1.1.2 Optical Fibers

Optical Fibers are thin transparent cables made of plastic or glass, composed of an
external cladding protecting an inner core, which “steers” light waves from one of
end to the other. They exhibit extremely low Physical Layer Impairments, result-
ing in exceptionally low levels of signal distortion, at least in certain regions of the
frequency domain.

Typically, a modern Single Mode Fiber (SMF) for core transport networks works
well in the so called C band, between 1530 and 1565 nm, although fibers which also
support the L band, from 1565 to 1625 nm, are starting to become more common.
While fibers themselves are relatively cheap, deploying them tends to be extremely
expensive, since they tend to be placed in trenches running underground along
roads, or under the sea, both of which require specialized equipment and person-
nel.

Cheaper Multi-Mode Fibers (MMFs), with larger cores allowing the co-propagation
of several modes of light, are instead used for shorter range, lower bandwifth appli-
cations.

Since fibers support a relatively large transmission spectrum, much larger than
most optical signals require, a single fiber can be used to carry multiple indepen-
dent optical signals, typically via a Frequency-Division Multiplexing (FDM) scheme
known as Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM). The International Telecom-
munications Union (ITU) defined multiple WDM standards over the years, follow-
ing the evolution of commercial grade transceivers. The current standard is known
as Dense-WDM (D-WDM), and specifies up to 96 (40 or 80 in most installations)
50 GHz-wide optical channels in the C-band. To prevent signal overlap, and ac-
count for imperfect filtering at intermediate switches and the receiver, the channel
width is larger than the spectral footprint of a WDM optical signal; the difference is
called the optical Guard-Band (GB), as shown in Figure 1.1 (a). Time-Division Mul-
tiplexing (TDM) schemes have also been proposed and demonstrated, in the form
of Optical Packet Switching/Optical Burst Switching (OPS/OBS) technologies, but
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FIGURE 1.1: Schematic of Wavelength Division Multiplexing (a) and
the more efficient Flexi-grid Super-Channels (b) carrying multiple in-

dependent signals in a single fiber.

have not found commercial success in the context of transport networks (more so in
the access domain).

A recent advance [2] to increase the spectral efficiency of WDM networks, which
is now approaching the technological maturity required for commercial deploy-
ment, is the introduction of the so called Flexible Optical Networks, also known
as Flexi-grid (the term used throughout this thesis), Elastic or Sliceable networks.
In these networks, channels are no longer mandated to be 50 GHz wide, but can
be multiples of a 12.5 GHz unit (provisions are in place to reduce this number in
the future, as technology improves) called, using Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) terminology, “frequency slots”. For lack of a better word (“slot” being al-
ready taken), throughout this thesis the 12.5 GHz unit of spectrum will be called a
“spectral slice”, for conformity with existing works on the subject. This division
into small slices has two benefits: it allows the use of combinations of modulation
formats and symbol rates that do not fit well in a 50 GHz channel, and it allows to
place multiple independent signals nearly adjacent in the frequency domain, with-
out placing switching guard-bands between them, when they share the same source
and destination (and therefore need not be filtered and separated in intermediate
switches), creating a super-channel (Figure 1.1 (b)). Unfortunately, this also has the
drawback of complicating the resource allocation problem in flexi-grid networks, as
described in Section 1.2.1.

With the use of fibers, optical transceiver can successfully communicate at dis-
tances of kilometers (~80 Km for commercial grade transceivers and fibers), making
them ideal to support both Local Area Networks (LANs), within a large office or be-
tween nearby buildings when high capacity or longer direct transmission distances
than what is feasible using copper are needed, as well as simple Wide Area Net-
works interconnecting different buildings within a single city. In these scenarios
optical links are relatively short and point-to-point, realized with cheap transceivers
and often multi-mode fibers (or even free-space optics), and stitched together into
an actual network by means of electronic (packet/frame) switches.

By using passive devices known as Optical Splitters/Combiners, which split the
optical power coming from an input port into two or more output ports, fibers can
be organized trees. These are often used in Access Networks, generally built using
Passive Optical Network (PON) technology, where a single Optical Line Terminal
(OLT) in a central office sits at the root of a fiber tree, realized with passive optical
splitters/combiners, connecting to several Optical Network Units (ONUs) in cabi-
nets/homes. Both TDM and FDM based PONs exist, but a detailed description of
the techniques they employ is beyond the scope of this short introductory chapter,
and thesis.
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1.1.3 Optical Switches

Optical Switches are systems that separate incoming signals traveling together in a
single fiber, then route them towards one of multiple possible outputs, connecting
to either other nodes or local Add/Drop ports (i.e., optical transceivers). Various
configuration of switching nodes are possible; modern architectures allowing the
dynamic reconfiguration of the routing of signals via software are known as a Re-
configurable Optical Add/Drop Multiplexers (ROADMs) if they have Add/Drop
ports, or simply Optical Cross-Connects (OXCs) otherwise.

Any ROADM design operates in stages: first, it filters power around the spectra
of incoming signals, separating them into discrete switchable units, using devices
known as Array Waveguide Gratings (AWGs, for WDM) and, more recently, Wave-
length/Spectrum Selective Switches (WSSs/SSSs, for Flexi-grid). This filtering ab-
sorbs most of the power being transmitted near the edge of the channels, hence the
need for guard-bands to protect channel edges.

The second stage routes signals towards a desired output port using essentially
one of two schemes:

• Broadcast & Select: an array of passive 1-to-N optical splitters generates N
copies of each incoming signal (each carrying 1/Nth of the original power, mi-
nus losses in the connections of components), each of which is directed (via
short fiber patch cables) to a different output port. A filter in the output ports
allows only desired signals to go through.

• Route & Select: an array of, functionally, small mirrors is used to direct nearly
all the power of each incoming signal towards its destination port.

Lastly, multiple signals are multiplexed into the same output port and potentially
re-amplified before exiting the node. Modern Colorless, Directionless, Contention-
less (CDC) designs do not pose any restriction on switching, other than preventing
overlapping signals from exiting on the same port.

Larger Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs), where links can run for several
kilometers, are often organized as unamplified optical rings, where each node is
an optical switch with add/drop capabilities, meaning it can either “capture” and
locally terminate an incoming signal, or let it through for the next node. These net-
works can be operated using TDM, FDM, or even both.

1.1.4 Optical Amplifiers

Optical Line Amplifiers (OLAs) are devices used to inject power into signals di-
rectly in the optical domain (at the cost of adding some noise), therefore extending
their transmission reach, which, for a commercial transport-grade transceiver is in
the order of 80-100 Km. They are crucial for achieving the kind of transmission dis-
tance that make international and inter-continental networks feasible.

The most widely used type of amplifier is the Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifier
(EDFAs), which consists of a strand of fiber doped with erbium atoms and a pump
laser, which excites the erbium which, in turn, releases power at several frequencies,
which adds to the power of incoming signals.

Large national, international and especially intercontinental and oceanic net-
works with links crossing several hundred or even thousands of kilometers would
be extremely expensive to build and operate without direct optical amplification,
since Opto-Electro-Optical (OEO) is a very power hungry process, and transport
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grade optical transceivers are expensive. Typically, optical amplifiers are placed ev-
ery 80-100 Km to reinforce optical signals, even in undersea cables (which comprise a
small number of fibers and a layer of conductive copper to provide power), enabling
direct optical links that cross even the whole Pacific ocean.

These large Optical Transport Networks aggregating and carrying traffic from
all smaller networks, generally organized as some sort of mesh whose topology is
largely dictated by the geographical features of the territory they cross, and whose
links require amplification, are the focus of this thesis.

1.2 Overview of Optical Transport Networks Control

While different types of optical network, such as LANs, MAN rings and Access
PONs all have their own control schemes and related research problems, these are
outside the scope of this thesis, whose focus is on transport networks.

Most modern optical transport network deployments are controlled using the
Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) [3] suite of protocols, which
comprises distributed protocols to flood and maintain the consistency of a Traf-
fic Engineering Database (Open Shortest Path First-Traffic Engineering, OSPF-TE),
and to provision optical circuits (Resource Reservation Protocol-Traffic Engineer-
ing, RSVP-TE), among others. In addition, large-scale networks using OLAs run
vendor-specific distributed protocols to automatically tune them, which, it should
be noted, can be a time-consuming process (in the order of several minutes for un-
loaded OLAs).

Many vendors are also slowly pivoting towards the deployment of (logically or
physically) centralized Software-Defined Networking (SDN) controllers, control-
ling devices either via recent versions of the OpenFlow [4] protocol, or using semi-
custom information models on top of standard protocols such as the venerable TL1
or more modern NETCONF [5].

1.2.1 Resource Allocation

Irrespective of the technology used, in order to establish an optical circuit (i.e., a
lightpath), the control plane of the network must solve several problems:

1. Routing: that is, finding one or more paths between source and destination;
this is generally done by employing variants of well-known routing algorithms,
such as Dijkstra’s [6] Shortest Path (SP) and Yen’s [7] K-Shortest Paths (KSP)
algorithms.

2. (Optionally) Modulation Level, Symbol Rate and FEC selection: for transceivers
that support multiple formats, it may be possible to set these parameters, which
ultimately affect the data rate and Optical Signal to Noise Ratio (OSNR) of a
circuit.

3. (Optionally) Feasibility evaluation: by either pre-sharing information about
Physical Layer Impairments (PLI), or collecting it during the signaling phase,
the control plane can compute, using an appropriate model (such as the Gaus-
sian Noise (GN) model [8]) whether the OSNR over a certain path will be suf-
ficient to enable communications using the parameters selected at Step 2, in
order to avoid performing several time-consuming connection attempts.
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4. Spectral resource assignment: depending on the FDM technology being used
(WDM or Flex-grid), the control plane must select which WDM channel or
flexi-grid frequency slot to use for the connection.

Networks operating in this way are called transparent, as signals travel between
their source and destination exclusively in the optical (i.e., analogue) domain.

When the longest optical-only reach is insufficient to reach the destination, or the
frequency of a signal needs to change along its path (perhaps because of a very busy
network), then a signal must either be terminated locally and routed through the
higher layers, or pass through a signal regenerator, which performs direct OEO con-
version. Mostly transparent networks employing one or more of these techniques
are called translucent.

Finally, networks dropping optical signals at every hop and performing switch-
ing in the electronic domain, such as networks using an Optical Transport Network
(OTN) layer, are called opaque. Note that electronic (packet) switching has both sig-
nificant benefits with respect to direct optical circuit switching in terms of ability to
perform grooming; however, the operating cost of converting between the electri-
cal and optical domains and that of high performance electronic switches capable of
handling the very large flows of core networks is much larger than that of all-optical
switching and amplification equipment.

The combination of the first and last steps (and, optionally, the other ones) of
establishing a lightpath is a well-known problem whose specifics depend on the
technology being used, with different versions known by slightly different names.

Routing and Wavelength Assignment

For WDM networks, it is known as the Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA)
problem, which can be summarized as follows.

A WDM optical network can be described as a directed graph, where edges are
optical fibers labeled with binary arrays representing the availability of individual
wavelengths (also called λs), and potentially also include a description of PLIs, both
from propagation through the fiber and from traversed OLAs, and the nodes are ei-
ther OXCs or ROADMs, i.e. transit optical switches or switches with one or more
transceivers attached. More complex views are also possible, such as detailing inter-
mediate amplifiers and exploding switching nodes into their internal components.

Since no intermediate device can change the frequency of an optical signal while
in the optical domain (that is, without OEO conversion,) one such signal is con-
strained to use the same channel on all the links it traverses; this is known as the
Wavelength Continuity Constraint.

Solving RWA therefore means finding a path from source transceiver to destina-
tion transceiver and selecting a single channel that is free on all the fibers traversed
by that path. Furthermore, such solution should then be checked for feasibility, i.e.
the control plane should check that the accumulated impairments on the path do not
lead to an excessively low (i.e., unrecoverable) OSNR at the receiver, although this
step is often neglected in the research world.

RWA is a well researched problem, studied throughout the nineties, and is known
to be NP-complete [9]. Many works in literature have provided optimal or heuristic
solutions to this problem, either using Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formula-
tions or heuristics, solving the two sub-problems jointly or sequentially, and opti-
mizing various practical sub-cases, such as adding a single connection to an already
established network, jointly optimizing a set of connections to be added, computing
the jointly-shortest disjoint primary and backup paths, and more [10].
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Routing and Spectrum Allocation

In the context of flexible optical networks RWA becomes slightly more complex, as
signals can be mapped to arbitrarily large ranges of spectral slices (frequency slots),
may be grouped into super-channels, and may only partially overlap on successive
links. Additionally, the choice of channel width allows greater freedom in modula-
tion level and FEC selection, which respectively improve bit-rate at the cost of reach
and vice-versa (assuming fixed baud rate and, hence, spectral width).

In this context, the resource allocation problem is therefore known as the Routing
and Spectrum Allocation (RSA) problem, again subject to the continuity constraint
but now applied to frequency slots, and therefore known as the Spectrum Continu-
ity Constraint.

In addition, in the case where transceivers support multiple modulation formats,
the selection of the most suitable (typically the highest performing capable of pro-
ducing enough OSNR at the receiver, given the usual trade off between capacity and
reach) is an additional sub-problem generally solved right after routing, making the
complete problem sometimes known as Routing, Modulation Level and Spectrum
Allocation (RMLSA).

Optical Fragmentation

A well known issue resulting from the Wavelength (Spectrum) Continuity Con-
straint is known as Wavelength (Spectrum) Fragmentation.

The problem can be visualized as follows: if, for a certain path, a certain wave-
length (frequency slot) is free on one of its links but occupied by a different connec-
tion on another, then that wavelength (frequency slot) is unavailable on that partic-
ular path. As the number of connections grows, the probability of such a situation
occurring increases. This leads to connection requests being refused because, despite
there being enough available resources on all the links of the path, the same piece of
spectrum is not. In the case of flexi-grid, the issue of spectrum fragmentation is fur-
ther compounded by the fact that end-to-end sequences of available spectral slices
may or may not be large enough to support a super-channel of a particular size (i.e.,
capacity) [11].

As a corollary, it is generally unfeasible to fully utilize all spectral resources in a
generic meshed optical network without regenerators.

1.2.2 Reliability Mechanisms

Optical networks are highly reliable, despite their potential to suffer from a number
of failures, including the common fiber cut (often due to careless digging during
road works), component (transceiver, amplifier) failure or control software faults.

High reliability against component failure is guaranteed through two main fam-
ily of techniques, one preventive and the other reactive:

• Optical Protection involves transmitting a signal twice on link- and possibly
node-disjoint paths, using either the same (with Y cables) or a second pair of
transceivers. It is expensive, but guarantees error-free transmission even if one
of the paths (or even, potentially, transceivers) fails.

• Optical Restoration [12] involves dynamically re-routing an optical circuit upon
detecting a failure in one of its links. Since this triggers OLA power equaliza-
tion (irrespective of the path computation and signaling times), the process
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is extremely long from the point of view of the packet network (potentially
several minutes) and must be complemented by packet-layer reliability mech-
anisms such as IP Fast Re-Route (FRR). Variants of this technique include pre-
computed (and possibly shared) backup paths vs. just-in-time backup path
computation.

In addition, the reliability of commercial-grade control software is often ensured
by means of general distributed system techniques, including redundant control
stacks and databases in every node. Note that, since these networks are circuit
switched, most control software failures prevent the setup of new lightpaths (or
modification of existing ones), but do not prevent existing connections from working
(unless OXC configurations are overwritten in some bizarre byzantine failure case),
at least for as long as RSVP-TE soft reservations hold, thus giving a window of po-
tentially up to a few minutes to have backup control instances take over or reboot
without experiencing catastrophic service interruptions.

1.2.3 Relationship with other Networks

While different networks (e.g. metro, access) use different underlying technologies,
and other approaches are available in literature (e.g. OBS/OPS), most modern trans-
port networks have a stacked design involving two or three layers, with an IP or
MPLS (packet) layer operating on top of an optical (circuit) layer, as depicted in
Figure 1.2, with an optional Optical Transport Network (OTN) layer for coarse elec-
tronic grooming in the middle.

FIGURE 1.2: Schematic protocol stack for an Optical Transport Net-
work: a packet (IP) logical topology on top of an optical physical

topology (figure source: [13]).

As shown in Figure 1.2, the topology of the packet (and optional OTN) layer(s)
is a logical entity (an overlay) realized by the circuit layer. In other words, an optical
(or OTN) circuit appears as a direct adjacency (a link) between two routers in the
packet layer.
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Chapter 2

Introduction

2.1 Motivation

Optical transport networks are the backbone upon which the Internet, that fantas-
tically successful telecommunications experiment that enables the modern hyper-
connected society, is built.

These networks interconnect and carry traffic originating in all smaller networks
(LANs, WANs, Access Networks, MANs), but, while they offer tremendous capac-
ity, in the order of multiple hundred Gbps per optical connection, and potentially
multiple Tbps per fiber, thanks to multiplexing technologies such as WDM and
Flexi-grid, this capacity is not infinite [14]. In fact, we are getting close to exploit-
ing the maximum theoretical information capacity of the commonly used spectrum
band in optical fiber links (the so-called C-band, 1530-1565 nm), while the total net-
work load on transport networks seems to continue its historical trend of exponen-
tial growth [15]. There are several factors leading to this growth, a detailed analysis
of which is beyond the scope of this thesis. Nonetheless, example sources of this
increase include improvements in access network speeds which in turn enable more
bandwidth-hungry services, such as the distribution of high quality (HD, 4K) video
both on-demand and as IPTV, the still increasing number of subscriptions for In-
ternet Service Providers, the emergence of remote game rendering which requires
transferring high-quality video streams produced on-the-fly (hence no caching is
possible), etc.

In order to cope with this expected increase in traffic and the finite capacity of op-
tical fibers, the introduction of Flexi-grid networks [2] has been proposed. This tech-
nology enables two important capacity gains: the use of aggressive modulation for-
mats (which would waste spectrum in fixed-width WDM channels), and spectrally
efficient super-channels (see Figure 1.1 (b) back in Chapter 1) which forgo the in-
termediate guard-bands between multiple co-routed optical signals. Unfortunately,
Flexi-grid networks suffer from a more acute version of the well-known WDM chan-
nel fragmentation problem, known as the Spectrum Fragmentation problem [11],
which, if not addressed, largely nullifies the efficiency gains of Flexi-grid in busy
meshed networks. Minimizing its impact is the focus of Chapter 3.

This is, however, only a short-term solution, with a relatively limited impact on
the capacity of future networks. For the longer term, several approaches to improve
optical network capacity are possible and are being investigated:

1. extending the usable frequency band within fibers [16], [17] by changing the
amplification technology from current EDFAs to e.g. Raman amplifiers [18],
[19];

2. transmitting several non-interfering optical beams at the same frequency using
Optical Angular Momentum [20]–[22];
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3. transmitting several interfering beams at the same frequency at vastly differ-
ent power levels so that they can be reconstructed at the receiver by treating
anything but the strongest signal as noise, then recursively subtracting its re-
constructed original waveform from the received one [23];

4. (reverse) multiplexing signals on multiple parallel fibers, fiber cores, or modes
of light, collectively called the “space” or “spatial” dimension, orthogonal to
the spectral domain [24], [25].

The last point is, in its simplest, most basic level, the idea behind optical Space
Division Multiplexing (SDM), which will be further detailed in Chapter 4.

Given that so many alternatives exists to solve the same incumbent problem, it
is only natural to ask what makes SDM worth studying. The answer to this is three-
fold. Firstly, it should be noted that while at first glance all these technologies may
appear to be competing to solve the same problem, they are ultimately complemen-
tary, and could one day be combined to achieve even greater overall network capac-
ity. Furthermore, the actual adoption of any of these technologies is conditional on
it offering a beneficial ratio between the resulting increase in capacity and deploy-
ment costs, an area where SDM, as better explained in Section 4.1, offers a range of
solutions catering to different investment levels, as well as migration plans to slowly
ramp up capacity as needed. Lastly, from the perspective of the control plane, the
routing and switching constraints of each of these technologies are a subset of those
identified for SDM networks, as detailed in 4.1.3. Therefore, models and algorithms
developed for the control of SDM networks can easily be re-purposed for use with
these other technologies.

2.2 Contributions and Structure of the Thesis

At a high level, the goal of this thesis is to contribute to the realization of the needed
increase in the performance of future transport networks, by means of improved
allocation resource algorithms, that is, by mostly proposing tweaks to the control
plane of both existing and already proposed data plane technologies rather than
proposing new ones.

More concretely, the work focuses on two aspects: i) dealing with the issue of
spectrum fragmentation via appropriate resource allocation algorithms, and ii) de-
vising algorithms to exploit the emerging optical SDM equipment, i.e., on efficiently
and efficaciously solving the resource allocation problem in the context of future
SDM optical transport networks. The former will maximize the benefits of the up-
coming flexi-grid technology, while the latter will be a necessary software tool to
turn the disparate components outlined in Section 4.1 into an usable telecommuni-
cations network.

The contributions of this thesis to the State of the Art thus cover three main areas:

1. Reducing Spectrum Fragmentation.

2. Modeling SDM Networks.

3. Allocating Resources in SDM Networks.
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2.2.1 Reducing Spectrum Fragmentation

There is no consensus in the scientific literature on how to measure spectrum frag-
mentation, let alone minimize it. Chapter 3 describes a number of existing fragmen-
tation metrics from the available literature, highlights some of their shortcomings,
and proposes a novel metric to quantify fragmentation, along with two simple RSA
heuristics to minimize it according to some metric and simulative comparisons of
the proposed metric against others available in literature.

2.2.2 Modeling SDM Networks

Traditional optical network graphs are not designed to encode the characteristics
and peculiar constraints of SDM transceivers, links and optical switching equip-
ment, all of which must be known to design an optical connection over such net-
works. A model to encode these SDM constraints, as well as a showcase of its flexi-
bility, is described in Section 4.2 in Chapter 4.

2.2.3 Allocating Resources in SDM Networks

Due to the addition of the space domain, and the multitude of possible constraints
deriving from combinations of different SDM transceivers, fibers and ROADM de-
signs, the RWA/RSA problem of WDM and Flexi-grid networks requires yet another
revision and expansion. In this setting an optical connection is associated to a path
(route), i.e., a sequence on aggregate SDM links connecting optical switching nodes,
optionally a modulation level, symbol rate and FEC selection, and a spectral, spatial
or mixed super-channel, optionally with a per-link space assignment, making in the
Routing, Space and Spectrum Allocation (RSSA) problem, sometimes also called
the Routing, Modulation Level, Space and Spectrum Allocation (RMLSSA) prob-
lem. A more complete description of the emerging SDM technology and constraints,
the RSSA problem and its variants, as well as proposals and simulative evaluations
of several heuristics to solve it are detailed in Chapter 4.

2.3 Methodology

With respect to contribution 1 (reducing spectrum fragmentation), the many avail-
able metrics in literature were studied and, having identified some of their weak-
ness, a new one designed to better capture what was perceived to be the relevant
parameters leading to blocked connection requests due to fragmentation. Based on
existing literature and best current practices in the field, the performances of the
proposed metric were assessed through the use of synthetic computer simulations,
trying to quantify its effectiveness in terms of a number of network performance
metrics and comparing it against multiple existing metrics from literature.

With respect to contribution 2 (modeling SDM networks), a high level network
model capable of representing SDM components was devised and implemented as
both a YANG model and in a relational database (albeit, in the interest of full trans-
parency, the thesis’ author only supported this implementation work, which was
mainly performed by a colleague), and example use cases were used as informal
“induction steps” to show how it could be used to support weird configuration of
SDM components.

Lastly, with respect to contribution 3 (allocating resources in SDM networks), ex-
isting and well known RWA/RSA algorithms were extended to take into account
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the space dimension and its many constraints, and progressively refined to support
additional constraints and maximize the benefits of the most promising approaches
to SDM. Due to the high computational complexity of solving RWA/RSA exactly,
the expectation that such complexity would increase with the introduction of the
space dimension, and experience in the types of algorithmic solutions employed by
commercial systems, priority was given to the development of practical and efficient
heuristics rater than producing exact solutions via e.g. complex and computation-
ally expensive Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulations. Like before, these
heuristics were tested using simulations to quantify their effectiveness in terms of a
number of metrics, including network performance indicators such as total network
throughput and connection blocking probability, and cost-related metrics such as
required number of WSS ports, with the aim of assessing the benefits and costs of
different SDM solutions. Multiple heuristics were iteratively developed and tested,
with a secondary aim of lessening the performance penalty of the inherently cheaper
(and hence more promising for realizing future deployments) SDM technologies
while retaining their competitive edge in terms of cost.

Details of the evaluation of each proposed heuristic, including parameters and
specific metrics used, are detailed for every simulation described in the thesis in
their dedicated sections.
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Chapter 3

Fragmentation-Aware Resource
Allocation in Flexi-Grid Optical
Networks

3.1 The Spectrum Fragmentation Problem

Flexi-grid optical networks [2], where each connection can be assigned a variable
number of contiguous spectral “slices” defined on a much tighter grid than tradi-
tional WDM channels, have been proposed to increase the capacity of optical trans-
port networks, by eschewing the intermediate guard-band separating multiple co-
routed optical signals, thus creating “super-channels” with improved spectral effi-
ciency, therefore increasing the total achievable network throughput.

The flexi-grid paradigm, however, also exacerbates the problem of spectral frag-
mentation [11], especially when connections may be deactivated (i.e., dynamic traf-
fic scenarios). In fixed-grid optical networks fragmentation happens when a channel
(λ) is available only on some of the links of a desired path. Flexi-grid networks also
suffer from this type of fragmentation, applied to individual spectral slices on a path,
but the problem in this context is more complex, since the continuous ranges of free
spectral slices on which a connection is supposed to be allocated may:

A) be too small to support an incoming connection, and/or

B) overlap only partially on the links of a path, thus creating a smaller end-to-end
usable range of free slices.

Additionally, fragmentation may also happen, even on a single link, when there
are enough free spectral slices to support an incoming connection, but they are not
contiguous (i.e., they belong to multiple smaller free ranges unsuitable for serving
that connection).

Fragmentation is introduced when instantiating connections for two reasons:

1. Firstly, the new connection may cut, on some links of its path, a relatively large
sequence of contiguous free spectral slices in two; this may affect both the end-
to-end sequences of free slices in its own path, and those on other paths that
intersect it.

2. Secondly, even when it does not split any contiguous free slice sequence, it may
leave tiny sequences that are too small to serve some or any new connections.
This problem also happens when removing a small (in terms of spectral slices)
connection flanked by other lightpaths on either side of the spectrum in some
links, thus leaving a usable but relatively small spectral void that is suitable
only for a small subset of possible connection requests.
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In other words, fragmentation may happen because spectral voids do not align
on subsequent links in a path (inter-link fragmentation, which also exists in WDM,
were different channels may be available on subsequent links), and because spectral
voids on a link (or also path) are too small to support all possible super-channel sizes
in use in the network.

3.2 State of the Art

The research field of optical wavelength/spectrum fragmentation is not new, how-
ever there is no consensus in the available scientific literature regarding how to mea-
sure fragmentation in optical networks, and more specifically flexi-grid networks:
different authors propose different metrics, with no clear indication regarding which
of these best captures the dynamics of this process.

For instance, denoting as spectral void a set of contiguous free slices on a certain
link or path, the authors of [26] propose the Fragmentation Ratio metric, defined as
the ratio of the maximal data rate provisionable using the available spectral voids
and the one provisionable if the same number of free slices were contiguous, which
can be greater due to improved efficiency of large super-channels, which eschew
intermediate spectral guard-bands, and is easily computed using the well-known
0-1 knapsack algorithm (see e.g. [27]). More formally, denoting as Gi the ith block
of contiguous free spectral slices and as v(Gi) the maximal data rate provisionable
using block Gi, then the Fragmentation Ratio (FR) is defined as:

FR = 1− ∑i v(Gi)

v(∑i Gi)
(3.1)

The authors of [28] use, instead, a metric based solely on the number of spectral
voids, while the authors of [29] present a fragmentation metric based on the well-
known Shannon’s Entropy [30] (which considers both voids size and number). More
formally, quoting from [29], they compute their fragmentation index Hfrag as:

Hfrag = −
N

∑
i=1

Di

D
ln

Di

D
. (3.2)

Where D is the total number of spectral slices in the spectrum of a link or path, and
Di is the size, in slices, of the ith block of contiguous used or unused spectrum.

The authors of [31] use instead a metric, called Access Blocking Probability (ABP),
which computes the ratio between the number of possible demands that can be
placed on the available spectral voids in a certain link and the number that could
be placed if all those free slices were contiguous, as encoded in Equation 3.3 (quoted
from [31]):

ABP = 1− ∑i ∑k fi DIV Gk

∑j all_free_slices DIV Gj
. (3.3)

Where fi is the number of spectral slices in void i, Gx is the set of possible demand
sizes, and DIV is the integer division operator. It should be noted that this metric is
very similar to FR, differing only in the way the capacity of spectral voids is com-
puted (knapsack for FR against total number of fittable connections of each size for
ABP).

In [32], the authors compute differential fragmentation as the number of spectral
voids that would be cut (as opposed to just being shrunk) by the placement of a new
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optical circuit. A different approach is taken by the authors of [33], who define an
analytical model for predicting fragmentation, which is however limited to networks
employing a single modulation level and a random fit spectrum allocation strategy.

While, as shown above, several metrics have been proposed to measure spec-
trum fragmentation, a related and possibly more practical problem pertains how to
deal with it. Three main families of techniques have been described in literature
to address fragmentation, which can be broadly classified as reactive, proactive or
preventive:

• Reactive de-fragmentation techniques are triggered only when an incoming
connection request is blocked, resulting in an attempt to re-organize the re-
sources assigned to some or all active connections.

An example of the latter is described in [34], where a blocked incoming connec-
tion may trigger the iterative shifting of some of the active connections closest
to the spectral resources that are to be assigned to blocked connection (which
potentially may trigger further shifts, up to some recursion depth or the ab-
sence of spectral resources to shift further). Another example is described in
[35], where blocked connections may trigger the shifting of already established
ones already occupying needed spectral resources using a Make-Before-Break
approach. Another approach, described in [36], and later extended in [37] for
entire super-channels, is known as “push-pull”, and involves shifting an ac-
tive connection in the spectrum without service interruptions. This technique
is, however, only applicable when the shifting connection is not re-routed, and
when there are no other connections active on any intermediate spectral slice
between the starting and final positions of the shifting connection.

• Proactive de-fragmentation techniques are similar to reactive ones, but are run
either periodically or as soon as a threshold of total network fragmentation, as
measured by some metric, is reached.

An example of the former can be found in [38], where each optical connection
periodically checks whether it can shift itself towards smaller frequencies, re-
sulting in an overall tendency of compacting in-use spectral resources towards
the left side of the spectrum. Another can be found in [39], where active con-
nections are re-organized every time a certain number of them are terminated.

• Preventive techniques do not perform resource de-fragmentation, but rather
carefully consider the placement of new connections during the computation
of solutions to the RWA/RSA problem in order to minimize fragmentation
(e.g. by attempting to exactly fill the gaps left by a terminated connection),
and therefore reduce or eliminate the need to execute complex and potentially
disrupting de-fragmentation processes later. Note that this is the only feasible
approach for static network scenarios, where connections can be added (even
in large groups) but never removed.

There are many examples of such fragmentation-aware RSA schemes in liter-
ature, such as [28], [29], where the authors propose a heuristic RSA scheme
based on minimizing an entropy-based fragmentation metric. Another work
using an entropy-based metric is [40], where the authors use the “utilization
entropy” of a path (the average entropy of each slice on that path, computed
on the sequence of links of the path) to measure fragmentation, and adap-
tively change the minimum size of connections based on the overall fragmen-
tation on the network, reducing it as fragmentation increases. This implies that
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large demands are increasingly split and inversely multiplexed into multiple
smaller ones to increase their probability of fitting into the available resources
as fragmentation increases. Another heuristic can be found in [32], based on
the number of cuts fragmentation metric, which is also used in [41], in a dis-
tributed GMPLS setting, and [42], in a centralized SDN controller. Yet another
approach for preventing fragmentation, and in particular lessening its effects
for larger demands, which are more vulnerable to it, is to separate the avail-
able spectral resources into partitions, and assigning them either forcedly or
just preferably to connections of a certain size, as described by e.g. [43]. A
variation of this approach is described in [44], where partitions are strictly as-
signed to a particular demand size, with an extra shared partition to accom-
modate any demand that does not otherwise fit. The authors of [45], instead,
use an approach based on always leaving spectral voids that can contain an in-
teger number of new connections, on the assumption that their possible sizes
are known in advance. Another example can be found in [46], where the au-
thors propose to use a metric very similar to that proposed in [26], and to use
an heuristic which finds the assignment that minimizes such metric on all the
links of the network, potentially also giving preferences to utilizing slices that
are already utilized in some other part of the network.

One issue with proactive and especially reactive de-fragmentation techniques is
that of the long time needed to shift and-or re-route potentially many optical con-
nections in a serial manner, which may cause the network to be unresponsive to new
connection demands in the interim. The authors of [47] tackle this issue, by propos-
ing several algorithms that attempt to parallelize the de-fragmentation process, al-
beit limited to the case of spectral shifting and not connection re-routing, since the
latter generally requires the re-equalization of the power of all affected amplifiers,
which is typically a long process that can take several minutes.

Lastly, the problem of fragmentation is not always limited to just the spectrum
domain. The authors of [48] describe the problem of time fragmentation, which
occurs when advance-reservation connection demands are considered, and propose
a technique to preemptively re-arrange scheduled (but not yet active) connections to
make room for new advance-reservation demands. Furthermore, the introduction of
the space dimension in Space Division Multiplexing (SDM) optical networks, further
described in Chapter 4, can lead, for some types of SDM hardware, to the problem
of space fragmentation, as discussed in [49], as well as alternative solutions, such as
using spare, high cross-talk cores to perform de-fragmentation using Make-Before-
Break even in highly loaded networks [50], [51].

All of these works measure fragmentation based on either a binary vector repre-
sentation of the spectral occupation of each link, thus failing to recognize misalign-
ments of spectral voids on successive links, or a binary vector representation of the
spectral occupation of each path, which captures the end-to-end spectral voids but
loses information pertaining free slices that are only available on some of the links
of a path.

3.3 The Wasted Slices & Usability Factor (WSUF) Fragmen-
tation Metric

To improve on existing fragmentation metrics, a novel metric which considers the
ratio between the unusable or even partially usable slices on a path and the total
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free slices is proposed in this section. In order to provide a formal definition, a few
auxiliary concepts need to be defined first.

An Available Frequency Range on a Link (AFRL) is defined as a range of fre-
quencies that is not allocated to any connection in that link, i.e., a group of contigu-
ous free spectral slices in a link ( 6= ∅, i.e., containing ≥ 1 slices). This is equivalent
to what was earlier called a spectral void (also known as spectral hole or spectral
gap in literature), but restricted to the case where the considered spectrum models a
single link.

An Available Frequency Range on a Path (AFRP) is the corresponding concept
applied to paths, that is, defined instead as a frequency range that is not allocated
to any connection in any link of that path. In other words, an AFRP on a certain
path represents a group of contiguous spectral slices that describe the same free
frequencies in all the links of the path and can therefore be used to support a new
connection on that path.

Given these definitions, the Wasted slices & Usability Factor (WSUF) fragmen-
tation metric can be defined, for a certain path, as the ratio between the sum of:

1. the Wasted Slices factor W, which counts slices that are free on a strict subset
of the links of the path (more formally: which belong to at least one AFRL but
not an AFRP);

2. the Usability factor U, which accounts for small AFRPs, i.e., end-to-end spec-
tral voids that are only big enough to support a strict subset of the possible
super-channels supported by the network

This sum is divided by the Number of Free Slices (F) on the path (i.e., the sum of all
free slices on each of the links of the path), as shown in Equation 3.4:

WSUF = (W + U)/F (3.4)

More in detail, the spectrum availability on a link (an AFRL) is described, without
loss of generality, using a binary vector, where 0 means that a slice is free and 1 that
it is currently being used by an active optical connection. Note that this choice is
completely arbitrary and was done for compatibility with existing metrics; a flipped
representation would just require adjusting the following equations (which would,
in fact, be even simpler). The integer vector S resulting from the sum of all the
binary vectors (“casted” to integer as described above) of the links of a certain path
therefore represents the slice availability on that path. The values of each element
s ∈ S are, by construction, confined to the range [0, NL], where NL is the number of
links traversed by the path under study.

Given this representation, the W, U and F terms of that path can be computed
using the following equations:

W = ∑
s∈S

{
NL − s if 0 < s < NL

0 otherwise
(3.5a)

U = ∑
h∈H

(|h| · NL · (1− p (|h|))) (3.5b)

F = ∑
s∈S

(NL − s) (3.5c)

The Wasted Slices term, W, is defined in equation 3.5a as the sum of those ele-
ments of the vector that are neither 0 nor NL, or, in more intuitive terms, the count
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of those slices that are free only on some of the links of this path, and are therefore
unusable for serving a connection on it.

The Usability Factor term, U, is defined in equation 3.5b, where the set H is the
set of all AFRPs on the path; the cardinality of one of its elements |h| is the size,
in spectral slices, of the AFRP h. The p function encodes the probability that an in-
coming connection could fit in that particular AFRP. In other words, equation 3.5b
factors as unusable a fraction of the perfectly usable slices of an AFRP proportional
to the probability of not being able to fit an incoming connection in it. Comput-
ing p requires foreknowledge of the possible sizes of the incoming connection re-
quests (i.e., the spectral width of the associated super-channels), and at least ap-
proximate knowledge of their relative distribution, so that more frequent sizes can
be given more weight. Note that both of these parameters should be at least approx-
imately known to operators, since they depend on their own policies and available
hardware. If such information is not available, super-channel dimensions can be
assumed to be uniformly distributed. Also note that in the degenerate case of uni-
formly distributed connection sizes, p reduces to computing the fraction of possible
super-channel sizes that fit into a certain AFRP.

Finally, the free slices term F, defined in equation 3.5c, is the count of free slices
on the links of the path, and can be obtained from S simply by summing, over the
elements s ∈ S, the number of links in the path (NL) minus s (which, by itself, counts
the links in which a particular slice is occupied).

Observe that, by construction, the WSUF metric for any path can exhibit values
in the range [0, 1], where 0 means no fragmentation (i.e., no wasted or unusable free
slices), for example when there are no active connections on any link of the path, or
when all slices are in use, and where 1 means that all available (i.e., free) slices on
the links of the path cannot be used to establish connections, for example because
no two AFRLs align on different links. WSUF is purely a fragmentation metric as,
unlike some other metrics, it contains no information about the number or ratio of
free and occupied slices.

3.3.1 Examples of Computing Fragmentation

As an example, imagine a simple network with four nodes, A, B, C, and D and
three links, A-B, B-C, and C-D, whose spectrum occupation is depicted in Figure 3.1,
and where incoming connections can require 4 or 7 slices, corresponding to 100
and 200 Gbps super-channels (with the latter being more spectrally efficient due to
avoiding the intermediate guard-band between two 100 Gbps signals), with equal
probability. The path vector for path A-B-C-D (NL = 3) can be obtained by simply
summing the vectors SAB, SBC and SCD, obtaining the path spectrum vector S.

Then, the count of wasted slices W can be computed as detailed in equation 3.5a,
which corresponds to summing NL minus the values in the yellow boxes (neither
zeroes nor threes), obtaining: W = 11. These are the free slices that cannot be use on
this path because they are not free on all of its links. Computing U is a little more
involved: start with U = 0; the first AFRP (green group) is 3 slices wide, but 3 is too
small to support any connection, so p(3) = 0, and therefore:

U ← U + 3 · 3 · (1− 0) = 0 + 9 = 9.

That is, all the slices of the first AFRP group, on all the links of the path, are counted
as unusable. Continuing with the second AFRP, which has size 6, only half of the
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111 101 0 0 01 1 1 000 100 1 1 11 1 1

000 100 0 0 01 1 1 000 100 1 1 01 0 0

Link A-B spectrum vector SAB

Link B-C spectrum vector SBC

A

B

C Link C-D spectrum vector SCD

111 301 0 0 03 3 3 000 300 3 3 23 2 2

Path A-B-C-D spectrum vector S = SAB + SBC + SCD

C

D

000 100 0 0 01 1 1 000 100 1 1 11 1 1

Link C-D spectrum vector SCD

FIGURE 3.1: Examples of Link and Path Spectrum Vector representa-
tions on a simple linear topology, exhibiting 7 AFRLs and 2 AFRPs.

possible connections can fit in it, therefore:

U ← U + 6 · 3 · (1− 0.5) = 9 + 9 = 18.

In other words, the slices in this AFRP are considered as only half usable because
it has a 50% chance of being unable to fit an incoming connection. Finally, F is
computed by simply applying equation 3.5c, obtaining F = 38. Therefore, the frag-
mentation index WSUF for path A-B-C-D is:

WSUF = (W + U)/F = (11 + 18)/38 = 0.763.

Observe that the output of WSUF has a probabilistic interpretation: there is a
76.3% chance that a free slice on this path may not be useful, due to the fragmen-
tation of available resources, to establish an optical connection on it. Note that a
similar argument can be made for the ABP metric when applied to a vector repre-
senting availability on a paty, but only for the subset of slices that are free on the
entire path.

Since WSUF is a path-specific fragmentation metric, and optical network control
planes generally attempt to place connections on the shortest possible path (to min-
imize the effect of PLIs), in order to obtain a network wide fragmentation value it
is possible to simply compute the average WSUF among the shortest paths between
each possible source-destination couple (thus preserving the probabilistic interpre-
tation of the metric’s output). If additional information is available pertaining the
likelihood that an optical connection will be requested between two specific nodes
or the specific routing policies used, this simple average can be straightforwardly re-
placed with a weighted one, to give more importance to the busiest communicating
source-destination couples, and/or ignore the effect of fragmentation on unfeasible
or unused paths.

Conversely, the amount of fragmentation on path A-B-C-D according to the FR
[26] and Hfrag [29] metrics can be computed using equations 3.1 and 3.2 on the binary
path vector S′ derived by setting all s ∈ S|s > 0 to 1. By applying equation 3.1, it is
possible to find that G1, i.e., what was earlier called the first AFRP, has a potential
provisionable data rate of 0, since it cannot support any connection, while G2, which
corresponds to the second AFRP, can support a single 100 Gbps super-channel. If
they were not disjoint, they could support either two 100 Gb/s super-channels or a
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single 200 Gb/s super-channel, therefore:

FR = (0 + 100)/200 = 0.5

This captures the fragmentation on the end-to-end spectrum, but cannot, since it is
based on a binary vector, capture that of slices that are only available on certain links
of the path (hence the lower value). Note that this metric could be applied directly
to links rather than paths, yet this would still leave it unable to capture information
related to partially available spectral slices on paths.

Along the same lines, Hfrag can be computed by applying equation 3.2 to S′,
where the outcome is:

Hfrag = −
(
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= 1.56

Which, in addition of being unable to capture information related to partially avail-
able spectral slices on the path, is somewhat difficult to interpret due to lacking a
clear upper bound. Please note that both FR and Hfrag could also be computed on
link vectors, whereas this does not make much sense for WSUF, for which the link
would simply be a single-hop path.

3.4 Fragmentation-Minimizing RSA Heuristics

This section describes two heuristic RSA algorithms that minimize a fragmentation
metric, both reliant on the well-known and widely used K Shortest Paths routing
algorithm [7]:

• Minimize-Fragmentation-Routing (M-F-R), which analyzes all feasible slice
assignments for an incoming connection over all pre-computed K shortest paths;

• Minimize-Fragmentation-NoRouting (M-F-NR), which analyzes all feasible
slice assignments for an incoming connection over just the shortest usable path
(i.e., the shortest among the pre-computed paths with at least one suitably
large AFRP).

In both algorithms “Fragmentation” represents and must be specialized into any
fragmentation metric defined on the whole network. Both are defined over the first
K shortest paths used for routing, but while M-F-R analyzes all the usable ones (up
to K), M-F-NR restricts its search to the first (i.e., shortest) usable one. In both cases,
requests are blocked if and only if no path among the K-shortest has an AFRP of
sufficiently large size.

Note that the proposed RSA schemes, particularly M-F-R, can be computation-
ally expensive, since there can be a large number of possible assignments to analyze.
Perversely, this is especially true in lightly loaded scenarios, where the number of
possible assignments is close to the upper bound of K · (NS − NC + 1), where K is
the K parameter of KSP (it is just 1 in the case of M-F-NR), NS is the number of el-
ements of the path vector (i.e., the number of spectral slices), and NC is the number
of slices required by the incoming connection. Nonetheless, in practical tests, run-
ning a simple (i.e., not particularly well optimized) implementation of M-F-R with
a relatively complex metric (WSUF) on a realistic scenario (see Section 3.5.1) took
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in the order of tens of seconds using commodity hardware (a not particularly fancy
laptop). This is still smaller than the time needed to equalize power in the traversed
OLAs, and may even be low enough to be implemented on top of an optical node,
but it is definitely feasible to run even such simple and unoptimized algorithms on a
centralized Path Computation Element (PCE) [52] or SDN controller, which are gen-
erally based on powerful commodity servers. Furthermore, since for both proposed
algorithms each candidate assignment can be checked in isolation, it is trivial to par-
tition the search space and parallelize the search on multiple CPU cores (which in
fact was done to speed up the simulations described in Section 3.5.2, reducing the
worst-case execution time to a few seconds).

Another problem related to the implementation of the proposed metric and al-
gorithms in real networks is that of having access to the information necessary to
perform the computation. In fact, it is necessary to know:

A) The state of occupation of every slice of every link in the network (for most
metrics);

B) The weights associated to the p function of equation 3.5b (for WSUF specifi-
cally).

Existing distributed control planes may or may not distribute A), and definitely
do not distribute B) without appropriate extensions (note that each node should
already be able to compute the list of shortest paths between all nodes in distributed
settings). Both pieces of information can easily be made available in a centralized
setting.

3.5 Simulative Analysis of Fragmentation Metrics Performance

3.5.1 Simulation Setup and Parameters

The performance of the proposed metric and RSA heuristics was evaluated using a
custom purpose-built event-driven simulation tool, employing the German national
backbone network topology consisting of 14 nodes and 46 directed links (Figure 3.2,
[53]). Links were modeled using 384 12.5 GHz spectral slices (i.e., as standard C-
band fibers).

Connection demand sizes were chosen with a uniform distribution from a set of
{100, 200, 300, 400} Gbps corresponding to {4, 7, 10, 12} spectral slices of 12.5 GHz, as-
suming DP-QPSK modulation at 32 Gbaud, which also has enough reach to connect
any two nodes in the chosen topology without needing signal regeneration. Neither
impairment validation for lightpath feasibility evaluation nor signal regeneration
are considered.

Simulations involve a dynamic traffic scenario, where connection request are
generated according to a Poisson process, with a fixed arrival time and an expo-
nentially distributed holding time chosen so as to have a target ideal input network
load, expressed in terms of the fraction of spectral resources available in the network
that would be in use if those connections were accepted on their shortest path. Each
simulation involved generating 106 connection requests (plus an additional 103 to
achieve a desired initial steady state and not accounted for in the results) in a dy-
namic traffic scenario at a desired target ideal input network load.

The performance of the proposed RSA algorithms (M-F-R and M-F-NR) was
evaluated using three fragmentation metrics: WSUF, Fragmentation Ratio (FR) from
[26], and Entropy (ENT) from [28], [29], leading to six different RSA strategies: three
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FIGURE 3.2: German national backbone network topology.

based on Routing (M-WSUF-R, M-FR-R and M-ENT-R) and three on NoRouting (M-
WSUF-NR, M-FR-NR and M-ENT-NR).

Please note that for these results the network-wide values for WSUF and FR
where averaged over the path vectors of all shortest paths, while those for Entropy
where averaged over the vectors describing all network links, as this is suggested to
be the most effective solution in [28], [29]. FR and Entropy were also tested by av-
eraging, respectively, their value for each link and shortest path vectors, obtaining
broadly similar results, indistinguishable from those presented as far as the ranking
of these algorithms is concerned.

The performance of these algorithms was also compared to that of the the well
known First Fit (FF) strategy in the same conditions, namely employing KSP routing,
with K = 3, where paths were ordered based on the number of hops they contained.
FF, described in more detail in Algorithm 1 in Section 4.4, chooses the first (i.e., left-
most) available AFRP in the first (i.e., shortest) path with a suitably large AFRP.

3.5.2 Simulation Results

The effectiveness of the proposed and existing metrics was evaluated in terms of
resulting Blocking Probability (BP), defined as the ratio between rejected and total
connection requests, measured Network Load, defined as the ratio between in-use
and total spectral slices, and Network Throughput, defined as the average capacity
of all active optical circuits over time, against the input network load. Furthermore,
results concerning the amount of fragmentation present in the network (using the
proposed metric, WSUF) and the effect of changing the K parameter of KSP are also
reported. Since plotting all results for a given performance metric in a single graph
produces figures that are very difficult to read, they are split between Routing and
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NoRouting algorithms, showing FF in both cases to have a common baseline, to
improve readability.
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FIGURE 3.3: Blocking Probability vs. Input Load for FF, M-WSUF-R,
M-FR-R, and M-ENT-R.

Figure 3.3 depicts the measured BP against the input network load for FF and
the Routing based strategies, namely M-WSUF-R, M-FR-R, and M-ENT-R. Here M-
FR-R performs significantly better than the baseline FF, starting to block later (at
about 30% load rather than 20%), and exhibiting lower overall blocking, at least until
40-45% load, when it’s BP converges to that of FF. Even better is the performance
exhibited by M-WSUF-R, which starts to block even later (at about 35% load) and
blocks visibly less all the way to 60% load, even when plotted in logarithmic scale.
Lastly, M-ENT-R performs consistently worse than FF; the probable reason behind
this behavior are discussed later, after further evidence has been shown.

Figure 3.4 shows instead the measured BP against the input network load for FF
and the NoRouting strategies, i.e., M-WSUF-NR, M-FR-NR, and M-ENT-NR. Like in
the previous case, M-FR-NR and M-WSUF perform slightly better than the baseline,
with the latter exhibiting slightly lower blocking than the former, while M-ENT-NR
appears to be, again, slightly worse than FF.

These figures show that, while M-F-Routing algorithms are more computation-
ally expensive than M-F-NoRouting ones, they exacerbate the benefits (or draw-
backs) of the chosen fragmentation metric. Please note that both families of algo-
rithms average fragmentation over all shortest paths, so in both cases small AFRLs
on “busy” links (i.e., links that are used by a larger number of paths) are counted
proportionally more than those on nearly unused ones. M-F-Routing algorithms,
however, unlike M-F-NoRouting ones are allowed to act on this system of account-
ing for fragmentation, by selecting alternative (and therefore longer when using KSP
routing) paths which, despite consuming more spectral resources than strictly nec-
essary, is shown to potentially bring significant benefits in terms of blocking when
done to avoid creating fragmentation on “busy” links. This matches the intuition
that creating a large amount of fragmentation on a nearly unused link is likely to be
less of a problem than wasting even a small amount of spectral resources on a very
busy link.
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FIGURE 3.4: Blocking Probability vs. Input Load for FF, M-WSUF-
NR, M-FR-NR, and M-ENT-NR.

An additional investigation on blocking performance, based on using the Band-
width Blocking Ratio (BBR) metric, i.e., the weighted average of the BP of each
class of service (100 Gb/s, 200 Gb/s, etc.) weighted against its bandwitht, produced
nearly identical results to those of simple BP, and is therefore not shown. In fact,
measuring blocking using BBR instead of BP produced the exact same ranking of
the various algorithms (i.e., the order of best to worst performing does not change
at all).
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FIGURE 3.5: Measured Load vs. Input Load for FF, M-WSUF-R, M-
FR-R, M-ENT-R.

The behavior of the various algorithm with respect to BP is also reflected in man-
ner in which the measured load scales with the input load, as depicted in Figure 3.5
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FIGURE 3.6: Measured Load vs. Input Load for FF, M-WSUF-NR,
M-FR-NR, M-ENT-NR.

and Figure 3.6, which depict the measured vs. input network load for FF and the M-
F-R and M-F-NR algorithms, respectively. As can be expected, while he input load is
low, and therefore blocking is nearly or completely absent, the measured load scales
linearly with the input load. More specifically, it scales exactly as the input load
for FF and the M-F-NR family of algorithms, while M-F-R algorithms result in an
higher effective load than requested. This is a direct result of the way the expected
input load is measured: as the fraction of spectral resources (i.e., spectral slices)
that should, on average, be occupied if all input connections were accepted on their
shortest paths. Since M-F-R sometimes shun shortest paths in favor of longer ones,
this naturally entails that the load they place on spectral resources is higher than
their M-F-NR counterparts. At higher loads, where blocking starts to become signif-
icant, the measured load in the network starts to scale sub-linearly with respect to the
input load for all algorithms. Of the M-F-NR algorithms, only M-WSUF-NR exhibits
a detectably different load than the baseline FF, and this only at higher loads, where
this difference can be attributed to slightly lower BP and therefore an higher num-
ber of active connections in the network. Of the M-F-R algorithms, M-ENT-R shows
a slightly higher resource consumption than FF, despite a comparable or slightly
worse BP. M-WSUF-R and M-FR-R both show markedly higher resource consump-
tions matching their increased rate of acceptance of connections, to the point that the
former starts to outdistance the latter at about 40-45%, due to the significantly lower
blocking exhibited by M-WSUF-R (in the order of 10−3 vs. 10−2 at 40% load).

The next set of results describes the measured network-wide throughput against
the input load of the network, as is depicted in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8, which
again group M-F-R and M-F-NR algorithms. Consistently with the earlier results,
at low loads there is no difference between the various algorithms, since blocking is
too infrequent to have significant impact. As the input load increases, M-WSUF-NR
and especially M-WSUF-R start to exhibit significantly higher throughput than FF.
The other M-F-R algorithms actually show a decrease in total throughput compared
to FF at very high loads, while M-FR-NR and M-ENT-NR do not exhibit significant
differences from the baseline.
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FIGURE 3.7: Measured throughput vs. Input Load for M-WSUF-R,
M-FR-R, M-ENT-R and FF.
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FIGURE 3.8: Measured throughput vs. Input Load for M-WSUF-NR,
M-FR-NR, M-ENT-NR and FF.

Enough evidence has now been to discuss in greater detail and summarize the
performance of the proposed algorithms: in short, the M-F-NR family of algorithms
can offer limited to no increase in total throughput compared to a simple FF, by
slightly reducing the BP experienced by the network. By using only the shortest
path with a suitably large AFRP, like FF does, these algorithms do not measurably in-
crease the amount of spectral resources used by the network compared to FF, at least
not until lower blocking justifies this increase with improved throughput. This is the
case for M-WSUF-NR, which exhibits a 2.9% increase in used spectral resources com-
pared to FF, but also sports a 2.2% increase in average network throughput thanks
to accepting a greater percentage of incoming demands.
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The M-F-R family of algorithms, instead, exhibits more dramatic results: it can
offer larger improvements in terms of blocking and throughput (up to 4.5% more
instantiated capacity for M-WSUF-R), which are strongly dependent on the efficacy
of the fragmentation metric being used, but at the cost of using significantly more
spectral resources (almost 14% more for M-WSUF-R). This increased usage of spec-
tral resources is the consequence of two factors: 1) at higher loads, the increased net-
work throughput exhibited by some of these algorithms implies that more and/or
larger (and thus more efficient) connections are being established, and 2) at all loads,
these algorithms have the ability to route requests on paths that are not strictly short-
est even if there are enough resources on shorter ones, when doing so reduces the
overall fragmentation they perceive. This is done whenever taking a detour moves
enough fragmentation from the busiest links (i.e., the links traversed by the most
paths) to the least used ones, since fragmentation on a link is counted as many times
as the numbers of paths traversing it, so that the net amount of fragmentation in
the network would be lower than if the detour was not taken. This implies that M-
F-R algorithms exhibit an implicit weak link-load balancing mechanism performed
jointly with fragmentation minimization, which can have a large impact in terms of
BP at low loads. Observe that this is different from simply using a load-balancing
mechanism that selects the best route (among the K-shortest) and then computes
the best assignment to minimize fragmentation, which is exactly what is done by
M-F-NR algorithms.
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FIGURE 3.9: Measured fragmentation as WSUF vs. Input Load for FF,
M-WSUF-R, M-FR-R, and M-ENT-R.

To corroborate these results, the rest of this section further investigates the ef-
fect of the choice of fragmentation metric and of the K parameter in KSP. Figure 3.9
shows the measured fragmentation, according to the WSUF metric, for FF, M-WSUF-
R, M-FR-R and M-ENT-R, while Figure 3.10 shows the same for FF, M-WSUF-NR,
M-FR-NR and M-ENT-NR. The WSUF metric was chosen because, as discussed in
Section 3.3, it is the one that captures the most nuances about the issue of spectral
fragmentation.

As expected, the WSUF-based algorithms clearly outperform the others when
minimizing the fragmentation metric which they are designed to minimize, with the
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FIGURE 3.10: Measured fragmentation as WSUF vs. Input Load for
FF, M-WSUF-NR, M-FR-NR, and M-ENT-NR.

M-F-R algorithm clearly outperforming its M-F-NR counterpart, consistently with
the results shown so far.

The FR-based algorithms are much closer in performance, with M-FR-R outper-
forming M-FR-NR at middling loads but being slightly worse at higher loads (as best
reflected in the throughput results). This suggests that the improvements in terms
of BP and throughput exhibited by M-FR-R are mainly due to the load-balancing
mechanism implicitly performed by M-F-R algorithms, and explains why there is
a negligible improvement in exhibited throughput when using M-FR-NR, while M-
FR-R is even worse than FF at very high loads (where the extra resources spent when
taking detours have an impact on the overall performance).

Lastly, for the ENT-base algorithms, M-ENT-NR appears to be more or less com-
parable to FF, while M-ENT-R, in accordance with previous results, actually in-
creases fragmentation (as perceived using WSUF), suggesting that entropy may not
be an effective fragmentation metric in the dynamic traffic scenario used in this
study (in [28], [29] a static network filling scenario was used).

Finally, to ensure that the previous results were not due to a lucky choice of pa-
rameters, the effect of changing the value of K, i.e., the effect of considering less or
more candidate paths for resource assignment was investigated. Figure 3.11 shows
the effect of changing the value of K on blocking probability for M-WSUF-R, M-
WSUF-NR and FF, using an input load of 40%; similar results were obtained for the
other loads and algorithms we tested. With K = 1, i.e., only the shortest path being
allowed, M-F-R and M-F-NR are, by construction, equivalent, and only slightly bet-
ter than FF. Adding alternatives to the shortest paths is initially strictly beneficial, for
all algorithms. However, at some points the benefits of having an additional, longer
alternative are sometimes outweighed by the fact that by using a path that is longer
than normal the resources used for a connection are significantly more than what
are strictly needed; this implies that those resources are then unavailable to serve
other connections on more efficient (i.e., shorter) paths, therefore reducing overall
efficiency and, ultimately, total throughput. Figure 3.11 suggests that for values of
K higher than 4 or 5 the drawback described above more or less counterbalances
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FIGURE 3.11: Blocking Probability vs. value of the K parameter with
an input load of 40% for M-WSUF-R, M-WSUF-NR and FF.

the benefits of adding alternate paths, therefore leading to oscillations in the mea-
sured BP. Nonetheless, Figure 3.11 shows that the results described above remain
consistent for sane values of K.
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Chapter 4

Resource Allocation and Modeling
for SDM Optical Networks

4.1 State of the Art

Space Division Multiplexing (SDM) and related sub-topics have emerged as an hot
research subject in recent years. Back when work on this thesis started in late 2014
there was already a significant number of published works regarding SDM compo-
nents, outlined in Sections 4.1.1 through 4.1.6, and point-to-point communications,
yet very little in terms of networking, models and resource allocation.

In order to apply SDM to optical transport networks all the components outlined
in Section 1.1 require slight modifications. While studying these modifications in
detail is outside the scope of this thesis, an outline of the necessary advances as
available in literature, with an emphasis on aspects related to modeling and resource
allocation issues, is given in the rest of this section to provide appropriate context for
the work discussed in the rest of this chapter.

4.1.1 SDM Fibers

A multitude of fiber technologies have been proposed to realize optical SDM:

• Single-Mode, Single-Core Fiber Bundles (Figure 4.1 (A)): standard Single-
Mode Fibers (SMFs) for long-haul transmission, often already deployed in
large bundles to offset the costs of digging trenches (about 8 fibers for oceanic
cables, more than one hundred for roadside cables).

• Multi-Core Fibers (Figure 4.1 (B)): fibers with multiple cores within a single
fiber cladding, forming multi-core fibers (MCFs), and offer an increase in avail-
able bandwidth equal to their core count (assuming each core only supports a
single spatial mode). Examples with up to 19 cores can be found in literature
[54].

• Few-Modes Fibers (Figure 4.1 (C)): fibers with a single, large core, which can
carry additional optically-guided spatial modes. Like for the case of MCFs,
these few-mode fibers (FMFs) offer a potential capacity multiplier equal to the
mode count.

• Combinations of the above (e.g. [55], [56]).

Individual fibers, cores or spatial modes (depending on the chosen technology)
are generically called spatial dimensions.

While the “advanced” SDM fibers offer a potential capacity multiplier equal to
their core × mode count (i.e., to the number of spatial dimensions) in the same
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A) B) C)A) B) C)

FIGURE 4.1: Different types of SDM fibers: Single Mode, Single Core
Fiber (A), Multi-Core Fiber (B), and Few-Mode Fiber (C).

physical space, the key difference between them (and standard fiber bundles) is the
amount of additional PLI they induce, such as mode coupling, core crosstalk, and
issues related to Differential Group Delay (DGD). DGD issues are similar to those
affecting old parallel (e.g. printer) cables, and occur because multiple parallel sig-
nals may travel slightly different paths (for MCFs, but also any bundle of fibers) or
at slightly different speeds (for FMFs), arriving at the receiver at different enough
times to be considered part of different symbols [57]. Coupled transmission means
that different spatial modes intermix, yet the amount of information being carried is
retained within the set of modes, and can be unraveled at the receiver using Multi-
ple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) Digital Signal Processing (DSP) techniques, pro-
vided that all coupled modes are routed and received together [58]. FMFs, where
the modes are spatially overlapped, are inherently prone to coupling, while bundles
of standard fibers are basically uncoupled as the fibers are separate. MCFs can be
constructed with different levels of core crosstalk, depending on the core count, the
distance between cores and their geometric arrangement within the cladding. This
can be corrected using MIMO DSP techniques similar to those used for FMFs, but
in practice translates to a reduction in the usable reach of optical signals travers-
ing such fibers when “leaky” cores are used at the same frequencies. Well isolated
MCFs exhibit ultra-low crosstalk properties with respect to distance (< -30 dB over
10.000 km [59], [60]).

Finally, recent MCF designs consider few mode fiber cores [55], [56], support-
ing the transmission of uncoupled spatial groups of coupled modes, where each
group can be handled (i.e., routed) independently to other groups, while MIMO DSP
techniques need to be applied only to the contents of each group (barring excessive
crosstalk). This case can be considered as a combination of the cases depicted in Fig-
ure 4.1(B) and Figure 4.1(C). In addition, quite obviously any type of fiber, including
MCFs and FMFs, can be deployed in bundles.

With respect to cost, while they offer the lowest ceiling in terms of potential ca-
pacity, bundles of SMFs have two significant advantages: i) in many cases they are
already deployed, and ii) individual fibers can be lit one at a time to support new
optical connections as traffic demand increases. MCFs and FMFs, while more expen-
sive than SMFs, offer greater potential capacity density, as they can also be deployed
in bundles but offer a larger number of spatial dimensions per fiber.

Lastly, observe that “advanced” fibers cannot directly interface with traditional
optical switches. For MCFs, connections to switches can be realized be separat-
ing/aggregating the cores using a core fan-out/in device, then attaching to a high
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port-count switch using standard fibers. For FMFs, devices known as mode lamps
can be used to separate the different modes, although this is generally only useful at
the receiver.

4.1.2 SDM Transceivers

Modern optical transceivers are optimized for transmitting and receiving a single
beam of coherent light. In the context of flexi-grid multiple beams, from different
transceivers, can be placed, as long as they are co-routed through the network, at (or
very near to) the Nyquist limit for increased spectral efficiency [2]. These structures,
such as the one depicted in Figure 1.1(b) back in Chapter 1, are known in scientific
literature as super-channels.

In order to efficiently exploit these structures, a new family of optical transceivers
was devised, using a device known as an optical “comb” [61] to filter and split the
beam coming from a single wide-band laser into a number of independently mod-
ulated signals. In this manner, a single laser/oscillator source can be shared to gen-
erate/receive an entire super-channel. These signals, which are constrained to be
relatively close in frequency, can be used to generate a single large super-channel
or multiple smaller ones, by placing appropriate guard-bands using e.g. filters or
micro-ring resonators.

The introduction of SDM has spurred researchers to devise integrated transceivers
to efficiently exploit the spatial domain without escalating costs. Another family of
integrated transceivers for SDM has been proposed, based on the use of passive op-
tical splitters, which separate a single laser beam into two or more beams at the same
frequency (i.e., position in the spectral domain), each with a fraction of the original
power, which can then be independently modulated [62].

4.1.3 SDM Switches and Switching Paradigms

The introduction of SDM has led to several switching paradigms for SDM being
explored [63], [64].

The most significant new requirement posed by SDM is that ROADMs need to be
able to interconnect a much larger number of incoming fibers, specifically an increase
proportional to the count of spatial dimensions after fan-outs or mode lamps (which
allow the interconnection between SDM fibers and bundles of standard fibers) are
taken into account. Additionally, the spatial coupling experienced by FMFs requires
all spatial modes to be jointly routed, and excessive crosstalk between cores in MCFs
may do the same.

Three main approaches to SDM switching have thus emerged:

• Independent Switching (InS), where each spatial dimension can be switched
independently from the others. This is the most flexible approach, but it re-
quires an extremely high number of switch ports, which has a large impact on
cost. Furthermore, it is only applicable to SDM networks employing SMFs or
low-crosstalk MCFs.

• Joint Switching (JoS) is a much more cost-effective solution for networks using
FMFs, where space is a degenerate dimension which must be jointly switched,
since it involves switching signals at a given frequency on all spatial dimen-
sions simultaneously. This can be done in a very cost-effective manner, as it
functionally requires the same switching capabilities of a traditional switch
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and is not significantly more costly than it [63]. However, this also greatly re-
duces flexibility in assigning resources, as it basically forces the use of spatial
super-channels.

• Fraction Joint Switching (FJoS) is an intermediate solution (with respect to
both cost and flexibility) between these two extremes, where spatial dimen-
sions are mapped into spatial groups, and each member of a given group is
switched jointly with the others of the same group, while groups are switched
independently from each other. InS and JoS can be seen as degenerate cases
of FJoS, where the groups size is uniformly 1 or the total number of spatial
dimensions, respectively.

Technically, a variation of JoS which involves switching entire spatial dimensions
(i.e., fibers, cores or modes) is also possible [63], but given the much smaller number
of spatial dimensions compared to spectral channels, this would allow only a very
limited number of (very capacious) routes, and hence is only suitable for relatively
small mesh topologies.

Additionally, each of these approaches may or may not implement what is known
in literature as lane changes [63], i.e., the ability of one input spatial dimension
of index x to be routed towards one of many output spatial dimensions of index
y 6= x. Another way to look at this property is to state whether a ROADM enforces
what could be called the space continuity constraint (i.e., does not implement lane
changes) or not.

Observe that these switching constraints are not intrinsically linked to SDM; in-
deed, they also model the restrictions imposed by some of the other possible tech-
nologies being investigated to increase the capacity of future transport networks
discussed in Section 2.1: Raman amplification leads to a simple independently-
switched network (but requires a large investment in terms of additional optical
transceivers), while overlapping signals at different power levels leads to a jointly-
switched network, as do OAM-multiplexed channels (which, in a way, can be seen
as a kind of “non-overlapping spatial modes”).

As partly investigated in this thesis (Section 4.5), the choice of switching paradigm
has a major impact on ROADM architecture, both in terms of the number of ele-
ments and their complexity [63], [65]. While it is possible to implement InS using
large numbers of commercially available WSSs with relatively low port count (e.g.
1× 9), JoS requires higher port count WSSs configured to operate as S× (M× N),
i.e., M input ports, each carrying S spatial dimensions, directed toward N output
ports [66]. Therefore realizing, for example, a 4-degree ROADM, with 9 spatial di-
mensions, would require using WSSs with a minimum port count of 9× (1× 4), i.e.,
45 ports. Given this premise, in order for JoS to make economic sense, the increase in
unitary cost associated with higher port count WSSs would need to be counteracted
by a significantly smaller number of WSSs required in the ROADM architecture, as is
in fact the case [67]. Taking into account that, historically, the per-port cost of single-
mode WSSs has been inversely proportional to the port count [68], telecom operators
can be expected to derive substantial benefits by exploiting (F)JoS in a SDM network
scenario. An alternative approach, based on “Architecture on Demand” (AoD) for
SDM rather than ROADMs, is also discussed in literature [69], however no hard
comparisons have been made (to the best of the author’s knowledge) regarding the
relative cost and merits of AoD and (F)JoS solutions.
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4.1.4 SDM Amplifiers

While it is technically feasible to individually amplify each spatial dimension, e.g.
by using fan-out/in devices or mode lamps to separate and re-aggregate them in
conjunction with multiple parallel OLAs, it would be exceedingly expensive. For-
tunately, devices that can jointly amplify all spatial dimensions in a SDM link are
already being developed, e.g. multi-core EDFAs [70].

4.1.5 SDM Network Modeling

Once abstracted from implementation details, currently used optical network mod-
els, such as those used by GMPLS [71], [72], model an optical network as a relatively
simple graph. Using this abstraction, nodes may represent either whole ROADMs
and optionally EDFAs and transceivers, or present an “exploded” (technically “dis-
aggregated”) view of the internal components of each node, while edges represent
fiber links between and in the second case within ROADMs. When the opaque node
representation is used, internal node constraints, i.e., which ports can connect to
which other ports, are modeled with an object called a Switching Matrix. Another
object, called the Connectivity Matrix, instead records which of the possible cross-
connections are active, and for which frequencies.

Spectral resources (WDM channels, Flexi-grid spectral slices) are represented as
a property of edges (or, sometimes, of “port” objects, which interface edges and
nodes), more specifically binary arrays where indexes refer to specific resource and
the binary value represents its state (i.e. “free” or “in-use”). Alternatively, some old
works in literature dealing with computing RWA solutions using Auxiliary Graphs
(e.g. [73]) model spectral resources as individual links between nodes, each rep-
resenting a single WDM channel (to the best of the author’s knowledge no such
representation has been published for Flexi-grid networks).

Unfortunately, such models are ill-suited to represent SDM networks, as they
have no provisions to model the relations between spatial dimensions in SDM links,
nor can they codify the routing constraints mandated by certain SDM ROADM de-
signs outlined in Section 4.1.3. They may, however, be extended/retrofitted to rep-
resent them, as outlined in Section 4.2.1.

4.1.6 SDM Resource Allocation

As better detailed in Section 4.3, in the context of SDM the RWA/RSA problem re-
quires a further revision due to the presence of the space dimension.

Among the early works on this topic, the authors of [74] described an ILP formu-
lation for the resource allocation problem of SDM networks employing MCFs, and
takes into account various parameters modeling the undesired interaction between
adjacent cores. Ref. [75] (later expanded in [76]) proposed instead an heuristic policy
to provide an approximate solution to the same problem (i.e., restricted to multi-core
networks), based on avoiding the allocation of the same spectral resources on adja-
cent cores. Ref. [77] proposed another heuristic to solve the same problem, based on
maximizing the distance of utilized cores, at least at low network loads, by avoiding
every other core when they are arranged in a ring. Finally, [78] provided a heuristic
policy for assigning modes in a network employing FMFs, based on assigning wave-
lengths (the work is based on fixed-grid WDM) on unused modes for which at least
one mode is already in use by a connection to new connections that share the same
source and destinations (i.e., based on “merging” small demands to better exploit
the coarse granularity of FMF-based networks).
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While these works proposed interesting policies that addressed particular cases,
none address the more general problem of resource allocation in SDM networks,
and none put much emphasis on the important factor of cost of the proposed SDM
solution.

Since then, in addition to a number of works co-authored by the author of this
thesis, on whose contents this work is largely based ([65], [79]–[85]), there has been a
veritable explosion in the number of works published on the topic of SDM resource
allocation, a comprehensive overview of which can be found in a recently published
survey paper [86].

4.2 A Network Model for SDM

As outlined in Section 4.1.5, current network models [71], [72] are not suitable to
represent the complexities of SDM networks, namely the constraints deriving from
certain types of SDM fibers, transceivers and ROADMs.

Taking inspiration from the layered structure of recent models being discussed
within the IETF (e.g. [87] and related drafts), a SDM optical network could be mod-
eled as what could be called an “augmented directed graph with ports”, formally
G = (V, P, node, ports, E, portTrees, spectrum, switchingMode), where:

• V is the set of vertexes, each v ∈ V modeling an individual node, be it a
transceiver or ROADM;

• P is the set of ports, each p ∈ P modeling an optical port in a ROADM or
transceiver;

• node : P→ V is a function mapping each port to its owning node;

• ports : v ∈ V → Pv ⊆ P is a function mapping a node to its set of ports, and⋃
v∈V

Pv = P;

• E is the set of edges, each e ∈ E modeling some kind of spatial dimension link-
ing two ports, and e := (p′, p′′) where p′ is the source and p′′ is the destination
port of edge e; note that node(p′) = node(p′′) is admissible, i.e., edges can be
self loops (a.k.a. intra-node links);

• portTrees : Pv → Tv is a function mapping all the ports of each node into a set
of tree graphs Tv, such that each tv ∈ Tv is a tree tv = (Vt, Et) rooted in some
port p of node V such that:

–
⋃

tv = Tv;

– ∀t′v, t′′v ∈ Tv, V ′t ∩V ′′t = ∅ and E′t ∩ E′′t = ∅, i.e., all tvs are disjoint;

– ∀tv ∈ Tv, E ∩ Et = ∅, i.e., tree links are not links in the overall graph;

– ∀(p′, p′′) ∈ E, either both are roots of some t′v, t′′v , both are leaves, or both
are intermediate nodes in the trees;

• spectrum : {p | p is a leaf of some tv} → Bn is a function associating ports that
are leaves to a binary array representing the availability of spectral resources
in that port.

• switchingMode : P → B is a function mapping ports to a binary label, speci-
fying, for each port, whether it’s child ports, if any, can be switched indepen-
dently or must be jointly switched.
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More intuitively, the network graph consists of nodes (ROADMs, transceivers)
where ports model the properties of individual spatial dimension i.e., the SMF car-
rying a light from a specific core or mode of light after it was separated using a mode
lamp or fan-out device). Edges connect ports (an alternative view could be consider
ports as vertexes and nodes as disjoint sets of ports), and can be both intra- and
inter-node. Intra-node links model how spatial dimensions can be routed within a
node, which is similar to the connectivity matrix structure used by current models,
while inter-node links model connections between remote ports.

With just these elements, the graph would show a large number of parallel links
between (and within) nodes, but with no clear structure among them. In order to
formalize it, a number of disjoint trees are used to organize the set of ports of each
node. Each root port, which we call an aggregation port, models a SDM inter-node
link point of attachment, while leaf ports, which we dub switching ports, model a
representation of the spectral resources (e.g. flexi-grid spectral slices or WDM chan-
nels) of a single spatial dimension. Intermediate layers of ports, if any, can be used
to complex model fiber and switching constraints, via the switchingMode parame-
ter, which specifies whether immediate child ports are to be switched together (e.g.
because the associated spatial dimensions are strongly coupled, or because they are
attached to a JoS or FJoS ROADM) or can be switched independently. A similar ap-
proach can also be used to separately model ROADM constraints and a interactions
between spatial dimensions (crosstalk, coupling, etc.). Indeed, by simply adding
any other label function f : p → L mapping ports to a desired label space L, any
additional per-port parameter can be recorded (observe that labeling functions can
also be defined for objects other than ports, if desired). In practice, this corresponds
to adding an appropriate label field to the port (or whatever else) object.

Using this structure, inter-node edges connecting aggregation ports represent
whole SDM links, and allow to easily compute inter-node routing using standard,
well-known routing algorithms, such as Dijkstra’s or Yen’s, without requiring un-
wieldy kludges. Notably, modeling this hierarchy of ports allows the seamless rep-
resentation of any type of SDM link (based on SMFs, MCFs, FMFs, etc.) and ROADM
(implementing JoS, FJoS, etc.). WSSs (functionally represented by some port objects)
can be modeled as either “independent” or “joint”, based on the switchingMode of
their single input (output) port, which, in the case of Joint WSS, must be an aggrega-
tion port representing multiple lower ports in the hierarchy. Using this model, the
connectivity switching matrix of a ROADM can be derived by relating its highest-
level (i.e., closer to the root) “joint” ports in the hierarchy, if any, or by directly re-
lating the switching ports, in the case of “traditional” independent switching. Some
of the constraints in/due to SDM transceivers can partly be modeled by the hierar-
chy of ports (e.g. for splitter-based ones), but the model does not directly encode in
the graph structure constraints related to frequency or bandwidth. While there exist
in literature examples on how to solve this for WDM channels [73], this is an open
problem in the context of Flexi-grid (and hence, SDM). In our implementation we
solved this via simple labeling of transceivers and ad-hoc handling of such labels
during resource allocation.

For example, Figure 4.2 depicts a simplified one-directional, two degree piece of
a ROADM, where a single bundle of 4 fibers is attached to two Joint Switching WSSs
in groups of two, and each of these groups can then be switched independently from
the other to exit the node in either the first two or latter two fibers (more degrees
were omitted in the interest of clarity). This is a Fractional Joint Switching ROADM
with lane changes [63]. The first layer of aggregation ports (a) models the bundle and
has independent children; the second (b) models the logical ports of the JoS WSSs
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FIGURE 4.2: Example modeling of a one-directional, two-degree
Fractional Joint Switching SDM “ROADM” with lane changes; ag-
gregation ports (a) model points of attachment for inter-node SDM
links, switching ports (c) model the spectra of each spatial dimen-
sion, while intermediate ports (b) model the Fractional Joint Switch-

ing constraint.

and therefore has joint children, while the individual switching ports (c) model the
spectra of each fiber. Observe how the internal connectivity matrix is derived using
the highest-placed joint ports in the hierarchy, i.e., layer (b), while the external link
is mapped by the top level aggregation port (a). SDM transceivers with multiple
outputs and/or inputs can be encoded in a similar manner.

An implementation of this model was presented at the 2016 European Confer-
ence on Optical Communication [82], as part of a larger work describing an exper-
imental control plane for SDM networks, more on which in Section 4.8, and later
expanded upon in an article published in the IEEE/OSA Journal of Lightwave Tech-
nology [85].

4.2.1 Retrofitting existing models for use with SDM

While existing models [71], [72] are not designed to incorporate an equivalent struc-
ture to the one proposed in Section 4.2, they could be extended to do so, e.g. by
introducing an ad-hoc port labeling mechanism (i.e., a new Type-Length Value). Fur-
thermore, should it be needed, such a structure may be retroactively superimposed
on such models without changing the actual data model, by overloading the seman-
tics of some other field, like the aforementioned port labels or even unrelated fileds,
e.g. Shared Risk Link Groups (SRLGs).

Under such a scenario, individual fibers, cores or modes of light could be rep-
resented as separate links between nodes; then, to relate them, labels (SRLGs or
something else) would need to be used to group them, mimicking the same struc-
ture described above. Additionally, by appropriately partitioning this label space, it
would be possible to convey meanings such as “to be jointly switched”, “MCF” or
“FMF”, therefore achieving the needed level of detail. Intra-node links would then
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connect these equivalents of switching ports, modeling the presence or absence of
lane changes, as done before.

Using this approach, the example in Figure 4.2 would only exhibit the (c) layer
ports (i.e., 4 inter-node links per direction). The two topmost ports would be tagged
with “joint group 1”, the bottom ones as “joint group 2”, and all of them marked
with “bundle 1” and “bundle 2”, for the incoming and outgoing ports, respectively.
The downside of this approach is that some tweaks would be needed to the inter-
node routing and resource allocation algorithms, so that bundles are treated as a
single link for routing purposes and switching constraints are honored.

4.2.2 Modeling SDM Super-Channels

In the context of WDM the only available degree of freedom after a route is chosen
is the channel selection, i.e., the choice of which spectral resources to assign to the
lightpath. As outlined earlier, the introduction of flexi-grid networks, where a ser-
vice is not limited to a single fixed-size channel but may use a number of contiguous
12.5 GHz, enables both an increased freedom in the selection of spectral resources
(due to being based on a tighter grid) and a new degree of freedom in choosing
the spectral width of the channel, enabling the use of spectrally efficient “spectral”
super-channels, such as the one depicted in Figure 4.3 (top left).

SDM introduces a further degree of freedom in the new “space” dimension, one
that is further complicated by the different coupling characteristics of SDM fibers,
output modes of SDM transceivers and SDM switching paradigms outlined earlier.

The most natural way to represent this new dimension is to turn the usual spec-
trum array, where each index represents a channel (WDM) or spectral slice (Flexi-
grid), into a two-dimensional matrix, where each row represents the spectral re-
sources of an individual spatial dimension.
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FIGURE 4.3: Spatial vs. Spectral vs. Mixed Super-Channels. Spec-
tral super-channels are more spectrally efficient, avoiding switch-
ing guard-bands (gray squares) between individual optical carriers,
while spatial super-channels can be jointly switched but require more

switching guard-bands.

Given this representation, and the capabilities of certain SDM devices, such as
splitter-based transceivers and JoS ROADMs, it is only natural to envision “spatial”
super-channels spanning multiple spatial dimensions, such as the one depicted in
Figure 4.3(right). Observe that such a structure is less spectrally efficient than a
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spectral super-channel of equivalent capacity, since switching guard-bands need to
be placed on every spatial dimension.

Combining the two technologies (optical combs and splitters) it is also possi-
ble to envision mixed “spectral-spatial” super-channels (Figure 4.3(bottom left)),
where multiple spatial super-channels are placed at the Nyquist condition creating
a spectral super-channel extending over multiple spatial dimensions.

As further motivation for the need of multiple super-channel shapes due to cou-
pling considerations between spatial dimensions, consider the example of Figure 4.4:
for independent fibers and switches, such as bundles of standard fibers, or MCFs
with large spacings between cores, super-channels may be placed freely with respect
to space (Figure 4.4(A)), and, potentially, even extend over non-contiguous spatial
dimensions. For fibers exhibiting low (but non-negligible) or localized strong cou-
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FIGURE 4.4: Feasible spatial allocations with no coupling/crosstalk
(A, three super-channels), low or localized (e.g. inter-core) cou-
pling/crosstalk (B, two super-channels) and high coupling (C, one

super-channel).

pling/crosstalk (such as certain geometric arrangements of MCFs), a sort of “spatial
guard-band” may be needed to isolate different services co-propagating on different
spatial dimensions at the same frequency (Figure 4.4(B)). However, for strongly cou-
pled fibers or switches, such as networks employing FMFs, the signal on each spatial
dimension is spread over all others (at the same frequency), requiring the joint re-
ception of all spatial modes for signal reconstruction (Figure 4.4(C)). In such cases
the space dimension is therefore degenerate. Finally, for more complex fibers and
switches which exhibit group coupling, the groups may be treated as independent
while the space dimension within each group is to be treated as degenerate.

4.3 The Routing, Space and Spectrum Allocation Problem

Given the additional degree of freedom offered by SDM, which transforms the uni-
dimensional spectral resource array into a bidimensional matrix, and may present a
number of additional constraints due to restrictions in transceivers, coupling charac-
teristics of fibers and switching paradigms in ROADMs (as modeled, for example, in
Section 4.2), in this context the resource allocation problem becomes the “Routing,
Space and Spectrum Allocation problem” (RSSA), sometimes also called the Rout-
ing, Modulation Level, Space and Spectrum Allocation (RMLSSA) problem.

Like for its predecessors RWA and R(ML)SA, the final objective of R(ML)SSA is to
produce, given a network state and a set containing one or more new connections,
the configuration choices needed to place the connection(s) in the network. More
formally, given a representation of the SDM network, such as the one described in
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Section 4.2, and a set of one or more demands d = (s, d, b), where s and d are the
source and destination node (transceiver, or ROADM if transceivers are not mod-
eled), respectively, and b is a measure of the required capacity, often improperly
called “bandwidth”, of the connection (or, alternatively, a structure describing the
optical properties of the desired lightpath, e.g. for handling alien wavelengths orig-
inating and possibly terminating outside the network).

Solving the R(ML)SSA problem thus involves solving, individually for each new
connection (or jointly for all of them), several sub-problems:

1. Routing: finding a route between s and d; by using the proposed model, this
is no more difficult than for WDM and flexi-grid network, since the complex
SDM links are collapsed to form a “traditional” graph perfectly compatible
with well-known routing algorithms, such as Dijkstra’s [6] and Yen’s [7]. Note
that this does not yet specify which spatial dimensions to use (see step 3), but
does correctly force all of them to be co-routed (thus minimizing DGD issues).

2. (Optionally) Modulation Level, Symbol Rate and FEC selection: once the
overall route is known, several transceiver parameters can be optimized (for
transceivers supporting this function), which in turn determine the optical
reach and capacity of its output(s). Generally speaking, the combination of
parameters offering the highest data rate and enough OSNR to traverse the
chosen route is to be preferred, but multiple choices may need to be tested,
especially for networks where PLI strongly depend on which spatial dimen-
sions are used (e.g. employing FMFs or weakly-isolated MCFs). In addition,
since this step determines the capacity that can be squeezed from an optical
transceiver, it enables the computation of the number of optical transceivers
needed to support the demand (which may, in some cases, be > 1).

3. Super-Channel shape, Space and Spectrum allocation: depending on the ca-
pabilities of the selected components and characteristics of the underlying net-
work components implementing the selected route, as well as operator poli-
cies, several choices are possible with regards to the shape of the super-channel
for a new connection. Once a shape is chosen, the spectral resources needed
to implement it must be reserved (and, hence, checked for availability) on an
adequate number of spatial dimensions. Furthermore, in the case of (F)JoS re-
sources, any additional spectral resource that needs to be co-routed with the
chosen ones must be included in the super-channel.

Also note that, while the choice if spectral resources is fixed for all links in
the path (barring the presence of OEO signal regenerators), if lane changes are
admitted, then the assignment of spatial resources may, in principle, change
on a per-link basis.

4. (Optionally) Feasibility evaluation: if a detailed enough model of how optical
impairments affect the OSNR at the receiver is available (such as the Gaus-
sian Noise Model for WDM/Flexi-grid [8], [88]), and the related information
concerning PLIs encoded in the model e.g. using [89], then it is possible to ver-
ify whether the chosen combination of parameters would enable meaningful
communication without wasting time on unfruitful connection attempts. Ob-
serve that, unlike for RWA/RSA where there is very little correlation between
experienced PLIs and the choice of frequency (what is there is mainly due to
other active connections, and is accounted for in [8]) and where this step could
be performed right after step 2, in the context of SDM this process has to be
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performed last, since there may be a strong dependency of PLIs on the choice
of spatial dimension.

Given the additional complexity of RSSA compared to RWA/RSA, and given
the fact that formal formulations of these problems, generally as ILPs, are of largely
academic interest, being of little relevance for real-world sized networks, a choice
was made to directly pursue heuristic algorithms to solve RSSA, as discussed in the
rest of this chapter.

4.4 Basic RSSA Heuristics

Real optical networks rarely employ the complex RWA/RSA algorithms that can be
found in literature. In fact, they generally solve routing using some variation of Dijk-
stra’s [6] Shortest Path (SP) algorithm, or Yen’s [7] K-Shortest Paths (KSP) algorithm,
and Wavelength Assignment/Spectrum Allocation using the very simple (yet effec-
tive) First-Fit (FF) heuristic, which takes as input the chosen path(s), network model,
and, for Flexi-grid, size (in slices) of the frequency slot, and iterates on the chosen
paths, selecting the first (i.e., with lowest index) WDM channel or sufficiently large
range of adjacent frequency slices (i.e., frequency slot) that is free on all links of that
path. The pseudo-code for FF is reported, for completeness, in Algorithm 1 (for both
WDM and Flexi-grid).

Algorithm 1 First-Fit (FF) for RWA/RSA.

1: for each path (in the set of K shortest path from source to destination) do
2: Compute the

⋂
of available WDM channels OR spectral slices in the path

3: for each WDM channel OR spectral slice in the path do
4: if channel is free or sufficient contiguous slices are free then
5: return channel or first slice index
6: end if
7: end for
8: end for
9: return failure

Note that returning a failure state equates to blocking that particular connection
demand, while returning a valid channel or frequency slot would result in those
resources being reserved to the demand for its lifetime.

In light of the effectiveness of FF, it is only natural to think to expand it to sup-
port SDM networks, which was done in a work presented at the 2015 International
Conference on Optical Network Design and Modeling [79] (although note that the
analysis in that work does not take the existence of optical combs into account), and
presented in this section. In this setting FF can take multiple flavors, depending on
the shape of super-channel it is trying to allocate, on the coupling constraints of the
underlying fibers, and on the switching constraints of the ROADMs.

Spectrum-First Allocation

The Spectrum-First (SpeF) heuristic extends FF by implementing spectral super-
channels exclusively, that is, it tries to place the additional carriers of a connection
at the Nyquist condition on the same spatial dimension of the first carrier of that
connection.
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In practice, after computing the number of carriers required to serve a connec-
tion, it looks for an adequate available frequency slot (i.e., a continuous range of
spectral slices large enough to accommodate all needed carriers) on the spectrum of
the first spatial dimension, from left to right (i.e., lowest to highest index), moving
to higher spatial dimensions if no suitable void can be found on the current one.

The pseudo-code for SpeF is reported in Algorithm 2. Observe that, contrary to
the name, to achieve preference for spectral super-channels the outer (i.e., first) loop
must iterate over the space dimension.

Algorithm 2 Spectrum-First (SpeF) first fit allocation for independent spatial dimen-
sions without lane changes.

1: for each path (in the set of K shortest path from source to destination) do
2: Compute the

⋂
of available spectral slices for each spatial dimension in the

path
3: for each spatial dimension in the path do
4: for each spectral slice in the dimension do
5: if sufficient contiguous slices are free then
6: return return current spatial dimension and first slice index
7: end if
8: end for
9: end for

10: end for
11: return failure

Also note that Algorithm 2 is only suitable for networks employing independent
spatial dimensions (bundles of SMFs and well-isolated MCFs) and InS switches, and
ignores the characteristics of transceivers.

Space-First Allocation

The Space-First (SpaF) heuristic extends FF to implement spatial super-channels
exclusively, that is, it places the additional carriers of a connection at the same fre-
quency of the first carrier of that connection, using a different spatial dimension for
each carrier.

In practice, it iterates over all spatial dimensions in ascending order, looking for
an available frequency slot large enough to host one carrier. When one such slot
is found, the higher dimensions are also checked for a number of matching free fre-
quency ranges equal to the remaining carriers of the connection (observe that no con-
tiguity constraint on the spatial dimension is assumed, i.e., a spatial super-channel
may span spatial dimensions 0, 2 and 3, skipping over 2), as show in Algorithm 3.

Note that Algorithm 3 assumes SDM networks with negligible coupling, and no
switching constraints (i.e., InS). In the case where strong coupling is present, then
spatial super-channels are clearly the best choice, but any spatial dimension left
unused (at a certain frequency) cannot be re-used by other connections (unless an
electronic grooming mechanism like the one discussed in [78] is employed).

Degenerate-Space-First Allocation

The Degenerate-Space-First (DSpaF) is a variant of SpaF suited to networks with
strongly coupled links (typically based on FMFs) and/or JoS switches, where space
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Algorithm 3 Space-First (SpaF) first fit allocation for independent spatial dimensions
without lane changes.

1: for each path (in the set of K shortest path from source to destination) do
2: D ← ∅
3: c← 0
4: Compute the

⋂
of available spectral slices for each spat. dim. in the path

5: for each spectral slice in the first spatial dimension of the path do
6: for each spatial dimension in the path do
7: if sufficient contiguous slices for one carrier are free on the spatial

dimension then
8: D ← D ∪ {current spatial dimension}
9: c← c + 1

10: if c = number of required carriers then
11: return D and first slice index
12: end if
13: end if
14: end for
15: D ← ∅
16: c← 0
17: end for
18: end for

is a degenerate dimension. This implies that once a portion of the spectrum is se-
lected for a particular connection on a certain spatial dimension, the same portion of
spectrum cannot be used by any other connection on any spatial dimensions on the
links traversed by it.

Algorithm 4 Degenerate Space-First (DSpaF) first fit allocation for strongly coupled
spatial dimensions.

1: for each path (in the set of K shortest path from source to destination) do
2: Compute the

⋂
of available spectral slices for each spat. dim. in the path

3: for each spectral slice in the first dimension do
4: if sufficient contiguous slices for one carrier are free then
5: return all spatial dimensions, and first slice index
6: end if
7: end for
8: end for
9: return failure

In practice it works as SpaF does, but only checks the availability of the initial
frequency range on the first spatial dimension, as shown in Algorithm 4

Note that in this degenerate case the presence or absence of lane changes is
largely irrelevant without a model that relates individual spatial dimensions to PLIs.
In fact, the actual logic behind DSpaF is really not dissimilar to that of FF, except that,
in a sense, the “capacity” of each carrier is multiplied by the number of spatial di-
mensions.
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Align-Strict Allocation

In a bid to facilitate the use of splitter-based transceivers, which are only suited to
generate spatial super-channels, with the more spectrally efficient spectral super-
channels, the Align-Strict (AS) heuristic assumes foreknowledge of the possible
capacities of incoming demands (in order to pre-compute possible super-channels
widths), and at least an approximate knowledge of their relative arrival distribu-
tion and organizes the spectral-spatial resources of the network to facilitate the exact
spectral alignment (i.e., overlap) of super-channels on different spatial dimensions
(so that individual carriers in different spatial dimensions may, in principle, be gen-
erated using the same splitter-based transceiver). Note that, despite being devel-
oped independently, this approach is very similar to the one discussed in [43].

It works by globally partitioning the spectrum into X regions, each one reserved
for one of the X possible service classes (e.g. four classes, for 100, 200, 300 and
400 Gb/s). The spectral width of each region is chosen proportionally to the ex-
pected frequency of arrival of that class of requests and the size of the respective
super-channel. For example, with two classes with the same arrival frequency, one
of which requires twice as much spectral resources as the other, the resulting spectral
bands would cover 1/3 and 2/3 of the available spectrum. In this way, each band
can exactly contain one or more super-channels of the appropriate class. As a conse-
quence, spectral super-channels placed on additional spatial dimensions are forced
to spectrally overlap exactly with those placed on other dimensions, thus enabling
far more splitter-based transceiver sharing than naïve SpeF. In practice, this re-use
is further encouraged by placing the second, third and so forth super-channels of a
certain class on the additional spatial dimensions not used by the first one (going
space-first in the placement of entire spectral super-channels), before verifying the
feasibility of using a new spectral region on the first spatial dimension.

The pseudo-code for AS (sans the pre-partitioning) is reported in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Align-Strict (AS) first fit allocation for for independent spatial dimen-
sions without lane changes.

1: for each path (in the set of K shortest path from source to destination) do
2: Compute the

⋂
of available spectral slices for each spatial dimension in the

path
3: for each super-channel-size region of the partition for demands of this size

do
4: for each spatial dimension in the path do
5: if first spectral slice of the region is free then
6: return return current spatial dimension and slice index
7: end if
8: end for
9: end for

10: end for
11: return failure

As for SpeF and Spaf, the pseudo-code presented does not take the possibility of
lane changes into account (although it could be extended to do so). Another (tested)
extension involves relaxing the alignment constraint to allow regions dedicated to
large super-channels to host smaller ones under severe load, but this undermines the
benefits of alignment and reduces the overall throughput (as larger spectral super-
channels are inherently more spectrally efficient than smaller ones).
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4.4.1 Simulative Comparison of basic RSSA heuristics

The performance of an hypothetical SDM network employing these basic RSSA
heuristic with respect the ideal expected capacity increase of SDN (equal to the num-
ber of spatial dimensions) was evaluated, following common practices in the field,
in dynamic traffic scenario using a purpose-built simulation tool.

Simulation Parameters

The simulation used a Poisson process for connection arrivals and an exponential
holding time chosen so to obtain a desired average network load (expressed as the
fraction of in-use spectral slices over the total), computed on the assumption that all
connections are accepted on their shortest path.

The simulations were run using the well known Telefónica Spain’s national net-
work topology (Figure 4.5, [90]), comprising 30 nodes (average nodal degree: 3.7,
maximum nodal degree: 5), of which only 14 are Add/Drop nodes, and 56 links
(average length: 148 Km).

FIGURE 4.5: Telefónica Spain’s national network topology.

The simulations used the following parameters:

• K-Shortest Path (KSP) routing with K=3, where the two additional paths are
spare paths used when the resource allocation on the first one fails (due to lack
of resources);

• 384 12.5 GHz spectral slices per spatial dimension (equivalent to a standard
full 4.8 THz C-band fiber with 96 50 GHz WDM channels);

• 4 independent spatial dimensions;

• splitter-based transceivers with up to 4 outputs, each a 100 Gb/s carrier mod-
ulated using DP-QPSK, requiring 32 GHz of spectrum, and 9 GHz of switch-
ing guard-band on each side of each spectral super-channel; the transceivers
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are assumed to be able to serve multiple connections (i.e., multiple lighpaths
to potentially different destinations) at the same time (similarly to so-called
“sliceable” transceivers, see e.g. [91]);

• considered all 30 nodes as potential ROADMs.

Bandwidth demands were randomly sampled, using an uniform distribution,
from the set of {100, 200, 300, 400}Gb/s, which, using the modulation format de-
scribed above and standard baud rates and FEC, entails spectral super-channels of
4, 7, 10 and 12 slots, and spatial super-channels of 4, 8, 12 and 16 slots (one 4-slot
channel per spatial dimension), respectively. No restriction was put on the number
of total transceivers, nor on the number of transceivers per node. Each experiment
simulates 106 bidirectional connection requests (plus an initial 104 requests not ac-
counted for in the collected statistics, but used to reach an initial network steady
state).

The proposed heuristics were evaluated in terms of Blocking Probability (BP),
i.e., the ratio between refused and total connection requests at a given load, the re-
sulting total average Network Throughput, and the average Number of Transceivers
needed to support them.

As a benchmark a fictional heuristic was used, based on a modified flexi-grid
First Fit, which we called First Fit*S (FF*S), applied to a single “virtual” spatial di-
mension with an amount of spectral slices equal to the sum of the those available
to the other RSSA policies (but spread on all spatial dimensions). This was done to
highlight the effect that the limitations posed by SDM have on the resulting capacity
increase.

Simulation Results
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FIGURE 4.6: Blocking Probability (BP) vs. Input Network Load for the
basic RSSA heuristics; no blocking occurs below 25% load. Spectral
super-channel based heuristics (SpeF, AS) exhibit the lowest BP under

load, since they are more spectrally efficient.

The results for measured BP (in log scale) vs. Input Load are depicted in Fig-
ure 4.6; a similar result was computed using the Bandwidth Blocking Ratio (BBR)
metric, i.e., the ratio between the total bandwidth (throughput) refused over that re-
quested, but due to the log scale is virtually indistinguishable from that of Figure 4.6.
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As can be expected, none of the proposed heuristics outperform the idealized
FF*S with S = 4 (represented by the red line underneath the purple AS one), since
they all have more constraints or are based on less efficient spatial super-channels.
The performances of SpeF are, however, quite similar to the benchmark, owing to
the fact that its only difference from FF*S is that it cannot place a super-channel
across one of the three boundaries between the spectra of different spatial dimen-
sions. Likewise, AS performs rather well in terms of BP, albeit starting to block
slightly earlier due to its rigid partitioning of the available spectrum.

Using spatial super-channels appears to have a detectable negative effect on BP,
with SpaF blocking about one order of magnitude more than SpeF at low loads,
before slowly converging towards similar values as the load increases, and DSpaF
blocking many orders of magnitudes more than the rest. The bad performances of
DSpaF are somewhat expected, and are partly a function of the adverse conditions
in which the simulations were carried out: since connections only require an average
of 2.5 carriers each, and DSpaF is constrained to reserving space for 4 (one per each
spatial dimension), about 37% of the spectrum it reserves is, on average, wasted.
As it will be shown later, under more favorable conditions, the performances of
DSpaFand, in general, of JoS-based SDM networks can in fact approach those of
InS-based networks.

The performance difference between SpaF and SpeF can be explained taking into
account that (a) SpaF, being space-oriented, is less spectrally efficient than SpeF and
AS, and (b) since the simulations consider only 4 spatial dimensions, all of which
are needed for the largest spatial super-channels, a larger proportion of large, more
efficient requests is denied.
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FIGURE 4.7: Total Network Throughput (TP) vs. Input Network Load
for the proposed RSSA heuristics. AS achieves the highest total net-
work throughput, thanks to a distribution of accepted demand sizes
less biased against larger, more efficient super-channels than the other

heuristics.

Figure 4.7 shows instead the measured average network throughput with respect
to the input network load. With respect to this metric, the differences between SpaF
and SpeF are minimal, with again a slight edge for the spectrum-oriented policy,
while both are very close to the benchmark FF*S. DSpaF once again lags significantly
behind all other policies, owing to its high inefficiency in the tested scenario.
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Of particular interest is the data for AS: at low loads, where blocking is a non-
issue, it performs as well as the other policies. As the load increases, it supports a
level of throughput even higher than the benchmark FF*S. This is due to the fact
that, by design, AS is almost perfectly fair, i.e., it denies requests for super-channels
of different sizes with approximately the same probability, while all other policies,
which attempt to fill the first usable set of resources, tend to exhibit a significantly
higher blocking rate for larger, more efficient super-channels than for smaller ones,
thus leading to lower spectral efficiency. Note that this behavior would apply even
in the context of flexi-grid networks, but is amplified in SDM ones.
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FIGURE 4.8: Average number of active splitter-based transceivers
(normalized w.r.t. FF*S) vs. Input Network Load for the proposed
RSSA heuristics. Spatial super-channel based heuristics rely on signif-
icantly less transceivers than those based on spectral super-channel,

except for AS which allows significant transceiver sharing.

Finally, Figure 4.8 shows the average number of active transceivers with respect
to the input network load for all policies. All measures are normalized with respect
to FF*S (the worst case); for reference, the number of transceivers used by FF*S at
15% load is more than 2300. While such a number is far higher than those of current
deployments, it is somewhat misleading, since it is computed on the assumption of
using single-output transceivers (since there is only one spatial dimension) with a
vastly more capacious fictitious network, where the available spectrum is S (4) times
the real one (observe that, in Figure 4.7, at 15% load the simulated network already
carries more than 100 Tb/s). Therefore it is more interesting to focus on the ranking
between the heuristics rather than the absolute numbers of active transceivers.

Two clusters clearly emerge: the first one comprises FF*S and SpeF, both of which
use a much larger number of transceivers than the other heuristics. The slight im-
provement of SpeF with respect to FF*S is due to the fact that, in the event that two
carriers with the same source but on different spatial dimensions randomly hap-
pen to share the same central frequency, then they can be generated by the same
transceiver.

The second cluster, comprising SpaF, DSpaF and AS, uses only a fraction of the
transceivers used by the benchmark, which decreases as the load increases. This is
expected for the two space-oriented policies, which prioritize the re-use of existing
transceivers rather than efficient use of spectrum resources. It is, however, inter-
esting that AS, which is spectrum-oriented, exhibits a very similar slope to that of
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the space-oriented algorithms, albeit with a higher starting point. This behavior is
due to the ordered approach of AS, which ensures that signals on different spatial
dimensions are always spectrally aligned, resulting in requiring less than 57% of the
transceivers needed by SpeF, while using less than 55% more than those needed by
SpaF, achieving a sort of balance between hardware and spectral efficiency.

4.5 RMLSSA under InS, JoS and FJoS Paradigms

As outlined in the previous section, different approaches to solving the R(ML)SSA
problem, i.e., favoring spatial or spectral super-channels, can have significant impact
in the resulting performance (total throughput) and cost of a SDM network.

Furthermore, being able to use more aggressive modulation formats or, in the
case of spectral super-channels, sub-channel spacings, which sacrifice optical reach
in exchange for higher spectral efficiency (bit/s/Hz) can bring significant benefits.

To incorporate the Modulation Selection step for SpeF and SpaF (Algorithms 2
and 3, turning them into RMLSSA heuristics, they can be modified by evaluating
the total length of a candidate path and using a PLI model, such as the GN model of
nonlinear interference in coherent (Nyquist) WDM systems [8] used to estimate the
receiver OSNR on that path, and selecting the most efficient modulation/spacing
that produces a sufficient OSNR for correct reception (fixing some other parameter,
such as baud rate).

Alternatively, these computations may be performed offline, and, assuming uni-
form fiber-induced PLI over the whole network, used to produce a simple table
relating modulation or sub-channel spacing with the maximum distance optically
traversable by that signal, such as Table 4.1.

TABLE 4.1: Optical reach achievable with DP-8QAM modulated spec-
tral super-channels at 32 GBaud using different sub-channel spacings
with a granularity of 3.125 GHz [92], as per the GN model of nonlin-

ear interference [8].

Sub-Channel Spacing [GHz] Reach [Km]
50 1700

37.5 1200
34.375 800

In addition, SpaF can be modified to consider the size of the underlying spatial
groups, as dictated by either the links or ports (as detailed in the model, explained in
Section 4.2), by explicitly iterating over the spatial groups, as shown in Algorithm 6.
Note that in this manner JoS (i.e., DSpaF) is actually a degenerate case of SpaF where
the spatial group size is equal to the number of spatial dimensions, whereas InS is
the case where the groups are of size 1. FJoS covers all intermediate cases, including
those where groups are of unequal size.

While JoS and FJoS are quite obviously more constraining, and thus potentially
less efficient, than InS, their use is justified by the significant savings achievable in
the construction of JoS and FJoS based ROADMs compared to InS ones. In gen-
eral, for a Colorless-Directionless ROADM with NA/D Add/Drop degrees and NL
line degrees, and S spatial dimensions, possibly grouped in G-sized (on average) in-
dependent spatial groups, the number of required WSSs would follow the formula
reported in Table 4.2.
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Algorithm 6 Generalized Space-First (SpaF) first fit allocation for InS/JoS/FJoS SDM
networks without lane changes.

1: for each path (in the set of K shortest path from source to destination) do
2: D ← ∅
3: c← 0
4: Compute the

⋂
of available spectral slices for each spat. dim. in the path

5: for each spectral slice in the first spatial dimension of the path do
6: for each spatial group G in the path do
7: if sufficient contiguous slices for one carrier are free on the first spatial

dimension of the group then
8: D ← D ∪ G
9: c← c + |G|

10: if c = number of required carriers then
11: return D and first slice index
12: end if
13: end if
14: end for
15: D ← ∅
16: c← 0
17: end for
18: end for
19: return failure

TABLE 4.2: General formulas of WSS requirements for InS, JoS and
FJoS CD ROADMs.

Switching Paradigm General # of WSSs
InS (2 · NL + 4 · NA/D) · S

FJoS (2 · NL + 4 · NA/D) ·
⌈
S/G

⌉
JoS 2 · NL + 4 · NA/D

In essence, an additional number of WSS proportional to the number of spatial
dimensions would be needed for InS, while for JoS the number would not change,
and for FJoS the increase depends on the size (or, equivalently, number) of indepen-
dent spatial groups.

The performances of SpeF and SpaF (as generalized by Algorithm 6) with respect
to multiple sub-channel spacings (for SpeF) and switching constraints (for SpaF)
where analyzed in a work presented at the 2015 European Conference on Optical
Communication (ECOC) [65] and later expanded upon in an article published in the
IEEE/OSA Journal of Lightwave Technology [81], and reported in the rest of this
section.

4.5.1 Simulative Analysis of RMLSSA under InS, JoS and FJoS

Simulation Parameters

Parameters for this simulation used the same (modified) simulation tool and under-
lying topology as in Section 4.4, except for these differences:

• only the proper subset of nodes that have ROADM capabilities was used to
originate and terminate demands;
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• links were assumed to comprise a single bundle of 9 independent SMFs, i.e., no
additional PLIs from multiple spatial dimensions were considered to influence
the total reach of optical signals;

• demands were assumed to be uniformly distributed over a range of [1,9] sub-
channels, with average capacity demand per connection equal to 960 Gbps
(192 Gbps per sub-channel using the parameters from Table 4.1);

• each data point was obtained by simulating 105 bidirectional connection re-
quests;

• unless otherwise stated, to minimize the impact of intermediate-node WSS fil-
ters, a 12.5-GHz guard band (GB) on both sides of spectral super-channels and
of each sub-channel in spatial super-channels was assumed.

Simulation Results

Independent Switching

While the simulations described in Section 4.4.1 already quantify the performance
differences between InS and JoS in the case of independent Switching, those results,
although likely more general, are limited to a single network scenario. A first inves-
tigation involved studying the BP performance under InS in order to highlight the
influence of the sub-channel spacing. To do so, several scenarios were investigated:

• SpeF using variable spacing adapted to the path length (SpeF-Var);

• SpeF using fixed spacing (34.375, 37.5 GHz and 50 GHz) with 12.5 GHz GBs on
both sides of each spectral super-channel;

• both SpeF and SpaF under fixed-grid WDM conditions, with 50 GHz channel
spacing including GBs (SpeF-WDM and SpaF-WDM).

FIGURE 4.9: Blocking Probability vs. Input load under Independent
Switching for several sub-channel spacings.

The measured BP vs. the input load (expressed in terms of average active de-
mands, or Erlangs) is depicted in Figure 4.9. Thanks to its superior spectral effi-
ciency in flexi-grid conditions, SpeF is still, in general, superior to SpaF, blocking up
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to an order of magnitude fewer connections than it when it can utilize its superior
efficiency. That is, however, not the case for SpeF with a 34.375 GHz sub-channel
spacing, which presents a horizontal asymptote at 10% BP, because the maximum
achievable reach with that spacing is not sufficient to support the establishment of
all possible connections.

In the case of WDM-spaced sub-channels, where the efficiency of SpeF and SpaF
coincides, both exhibit very similar BP, with a slight edge for SpeF due to the fact
that the size (in terms of units) of the spectral dimension is much greater that that of
the spatial one (i.e., there are far more spectral slices than spatia dimensions, 384 to
9), therefore large demands start to be starved of resources much sooner using SpaF
than SpeF.

FIGURE 4.10: Blocking Probability vs. Spectral Efficiency of several
sub-channel spacings at 1100 Erlang.

Another way to look at this is to observe the percentage of blocked connection
requests as a function of the average spectral efficiency for an input load of 1100
Erlang, as shown in Figure 4.10. With respect to static sub-channel spacings a mini-
mum is observed for SpeF-37.5 at a spectral efficiency of about 4.5 bit/s/Hz. As can
be expected, lower efficiencies exhibit a gradual increase in experienced BP, owing
to their less efficient use of spectral resources. A rapid increase in BP is also ex-
perienced for larger efficiencies, this due to steep reduction in optical reach, which
prevents the establishment of long connections. As before, in the WDM scenario the
spectral efficiency of SpaF and SpeF is the same, and therefore the choice of SpeF/S-
paF is largely inconsequential. By optimizing the sub-channel spacing (SpeF-Var)
both efficiency and BP can be further optimized, achieving, in the scenario under
study, an efficiency of about 4.8 bit/s/Hz.

Joint and Fractional Joint Switching

With the additional support for FJoS it is interesting to revisit the earlier analysis of
the performance of jointly switched SDM networks (DSpaF) in a slightly less disad-
vantageous scenario (9 instead of 4 spatial dimensions).
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FIGURE 4.11: Blocking Probability vs. Input load for SpaF under InS,
JoS and FJoS.

Figure 4.11 depicts the measured BP for InS, JoS and FJoS (with 3 groups of 3
spatial dimensions each) using SpaF-WDM. As observed earlier, JoS imposes a BP
penalty compared to the InS case, of about one order of magnitude in the low to
medium loads. The reason behind it is that the uniform load profile considered in
this study is not well matched to maximum capacity of spatial super-channels. As
can be expected, this BP penalty reduces significantly by employing FJoS, Consider,
however, that the difference in performance strongly (almost exclusively) depends
on the mismatch between the traffic demand sizes and what the JoS network sup-
ports.

4.6 Impact of Traffic Scaling on SDM Performance

Traditionally, dynamic traffic scenarios in optical networks have been modeled using
a a Poisson process for connection arrivals, and some distribution (often uniform) for
selecting the add and drop nodes of each demand. This model offers two “knobs”
to affect the load of the network: average Holding Time and average Inter-Arrival
Time, which together determine how many connections are, on average, demanded
of the network at any one time.

This is perfectly suitable for contexts such as the Plain Old Telephone Service or
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM), where all connections require the same
bandwidth. However, with the advent of flexi-grid and SDM, a third “knob” must
be considered: that of average connection size (in the spectral domain), resulting
from the choice of modulation format and super-channel size, spacing and (for SDM)
shape. Using these technologies overall network traffic can be scaled by changing
either the number of connections or their average capacity (and associated spec-
tral/spatial footprint), or both, as the latter is no longer fixed. Technically, connec-
tion capacity can also be tuned in the context of WDM, however there it is done
by changing the modulation format while keeping a fixed channel size; generally
speaking there is little incentive to use anything but the most aggressive modulation
that fits in a channel and ensures enough optical reach for any given WDM lightpath,
beyond cost or protection scheme considerations.
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The choice of traffic profile is significant for works studying SDM networks, as
it can significantly affect their outcomes. Specifically, if traffic is scaled by increas-
ing the average number of demands, higher loads result in large numbers of rela-
tively small connections. This has obvious significance for JoS and FJoS architec-
tures, which do not work well in such situations, as we proved in [79], where their
performances (in terms of BP) were significantly worse than InS even at high net-
work loads.

Conversely, if traffic is scaled by increasing the average connections size (such as
in e.g. [93], [94]), at higher loads almost all demands fill or almost fill an entire spatial
group, therefore limiting the penalties imposed by JoS and FJoS. In such situations,
their performance can be expected to converge to that of InS at higher loads.

The results discussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 suggest that the performance of JoS
and FJoS strongly hinges on the characteristics of traffic demands, specifically on
them matching (or not) the coarser granularity of JoS and FJoS compared to InS.

In fact, in a planning scenario [95] the performance of JoS and FJoS were shown
to converge to those of InS as traffic increases. The main difference between that
work and those described in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 is that the traffic was scaled in
terms of the size of demands rather than their number, which was fixed.

Realistically, the traffic a network experiences may include:

• a large number of small demands, typically seen in regional part of networks;

• a small number of large demands, common in e.g. inter-datacenter communi-
cations;

• a combination of the two, found in e.g. national scale networks serving hetero-
geneous traffic;

It is therefore reasonable to expect traffic growth due to both increases in the
number of demands, and increases of their size over time, and evidence suggests
that this has a disproportionate impact on SDM networks employing JoS and FJoS.
A study of the sensitivity of InS, JoS and FJoS performance (in terms of induced BP)
is the subject of the next batch of simulations, whose results were presented at the
2016 European Conference on Optical Communication (ECOC) [83].

4.6.1 Sensitivity Analysis of InS, JoS and FJoS Performance

Simulation Parameters

As for earlier studies, the Spanish National topology was used in conjunction with
a custom discrete event simulation tool different from the one used for all other
experiments in the thesis, this one developed by a colleague working on these topics
as part of the same project, Behnam Shariati, who is the main author of [83] and who
performed the simulations leading to these results, using the following agreed upon
parameters:

• 12 spatial dimensions (SMFs in a bundle) for all links, a 2 groups of 6 spatial
dimensions for FJoS;

• DP-8QAM modulated carriers at 32 Gbaud, spaced at 50 GHz (WDM grid) ex-
cept for the last test (Figure 4.18), for a capacity of about 192 Gbps per carrier;

• KSP (K = 3) with SpaF (Algorithm 6) for RSSA.
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Traffic demands were generated according to a Poisson process with mean µ and
standard deviation σ over the range [50, 2250]Tbps, measuring the resulting BP as
performance metric.

Simulation Results

Firstly, in the interest of clarity, consider the Cumulative Distribution Functions
(CDFs) for normally distributed demand sizes with fixed σ=200 Gbps and µ=700,
1150, and 1600 Gbps depicted in Figure 4.12.

FIGURE 4.12: CDF of normally distributed demand sizes with fixed
σ=200 Gbps and µ=700, 1150, and 1600 Gbps.

For µ=700 Gbps most demands are relatively small, resulting in more than 98%
of them requiring less than half of the 12 spatial dimensions. For µ=1600 Gbps the
opposite is true, and more than 98% of the demands require spectral resources on
more than half of the 12 spatial dimensions to be allocated. For µ=1150 Gbps,i.e.,
6 carriers, demands have a 50% chance of requiring more, or less, than half of the
available spatial dimensions.

The effect of changing σ with a fixed µ=1248 Gbps are depicted in Figure 4.13.
In short, the larger the variance the more spread out the possible values of traffic
demand sizes.

The parameters from Figure 4.12 are used to produce the BP vs. Input Load (in
Erlangs) for Figure 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16, respectively employing µ=1600, 1150, and
700 Gbps, by varying the total number of connection demands.

For large demands (Figure 4.14) the performance of InS, JoS and FJoS is virtually
identical. This is because most demands in this scenario require spectral resources on
more than half of the available dimensions, therefore the spectral resources that InS
and sometimes FJoS leave available are almost never sufficient to allocate another
demand, thus leading to the same results as JoS.

For diverse and relatively medium-size demands (Figure 4.15) FJoS and InS ex-
hibit a detectable (even significant, in the case of InS) performance advantage, in
terms of BP, over JoS, since in this scenario a sizable fraction of incoming demands
is small enough to fit into the uninitialized resources on higher spatial dimensions
left available using these switching paradigms.
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FIGURE 4.13: CDF of nnormally distributed demand sizes with fixed
µ=1248 Gbps, and σ=96, 192, 384, 768 Gbps.

FIGURE 4.14: Blocking Probability vs. Input Load [Erlang] for nor-
mally distributed demand sizes with µ=1600 Gbps.

Finally, as the average demand size gets smaller (Figure 4.16) the performance
penalty of JoS and FJoS becomes greater, as more and more demands can be placed
at the same frequency on different spatial dimensions by InS, and rarely FJoS, but
not JoS.

As before, in scenarios with many small connections, despite bringing very sig-
nificant cost savings [95], JoS and FJoS do not achieve a reasonable level of perfor-
mance. However, for appropriately-sized demands, which can be achieved by e.g.
electronic grooming, this performance penalty is minimized.

To confirm these results, the outcomes of a complementary simulation performed
by varying σ and keeping µ fixed at 1248 Gbps (i.e., > 6 spatial dimensions per
demand) and the number of live connections per Add/Drop node fixed are de-
picted in Figure 4.17. Here the average load was kept fixed at 14 ∗ 112 ∗ 1248 Gbps
' 1.95 Pbps. For small deviations the performance of all three switching paradigms
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FIGURE 4.15: Blocking Probability vs. Input Load [Erlang] for nor-
mally distributed demand sizes with µ=1150 Gbps.

FIGURE 4.16: Blocking Probability vs. Input Load [Erlang] for nor-
mally distributed demand sizes with µ=700 Gbps.

coincide, as for the scenario depicted in Figure 4.14. As σ increases, i.e., the diver-
sity of demand sizes becomes larger, the performance of FJoS and, in particular, InS,
increases, further confirming that they are the superior choice for networks carrying
highly diverse traffic with little to no grooming.

Conversely, by fixing the average number and diversity of connection, and in-
creasing the network’s load via larger µ, as shown in Figure 4.18, the performances
of InS and FJoS converge to that of InS, offering a strong justification for investing in
this cheaper technology.
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FIGURE 4.17: Blocking Probability vs. σ with µ=1248 Gbps and 112
active demands per Add/Drop node.

FIGURE 4.18: Blocking Probability vs. Input Load under variable µ
and fixed σ.

4.7 Improving Performance of JoS Networks via Spatial Group
Sharing

As shown in Section 4.6, the performance of JoS and FJoS strongly depends on the
characteristics of the network traffic, but ultimately, if the traffic is scaled appropri-
ately, converges to that of InS, while offering significant cost savings [95].

Is it possible to address the performance penalty of (F)JoS SDM networks and
make them more attractive even as short-term solutions? One way to do so is to rely
on two slightly tweaked InS ROADM architectures, and properly modified RSSA
heuristic to exploit them.

The performance shortfall of both JoS and FJoS with respect to InS in uncoupled
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FIGURE 4.19: SDM InS ROADM architecture to enable spatial group
sharing in intermediate nodes. Optical Multicast switches are used to

recirculate optical connections from locally dropped groups.

SDM networks exhibited in Section 4.5 can be traced to the fact that when several
demands smaller than the capacity of a spatial group (which defines the minimum
service granularity of the network) are requested, they do not fill its whole capacity
at a given frequency, thus resulting in “busy” (i.e., already switched on an end-to-
end path) yet unused spectral resources. In other words, additional capacity could
be extracted if partially-occupied spatial groups could be shared between multiple
demands, even without the aid of electronic grooming. This could be achieved un-
der two main scenarios:

1. Demands that share the same path, and therefore only require additional flexibil-
ity in the source and destination ROADMs, and

2. Demands that share at least one link on their path, which would require addition-
ally flexibility in most intermediate nodes.

Scenario 1 could be realized in at least two ways: either via electronic grooming
(as proposed in [78] and other works), i.e., merging multiple incoming data streams
into a larger one that more closely matches the increased granularity of (F)JoS SDM
networks, or by utilizing e.g. (F)JoS Colorless, Directionless, Contentionless (CDC)
ROADMs with and InS Add/Drop degree. In the latter case, multiple connections
from the same source node may be multiplexed within the same spatial group and
then de-multiplexed and the destination node directly in the optical domain, albeit
at a slight increase in the ROADM cost (due to the additional WSSs needed in the
Add/Drop degree).

Scenario 2, could instead be implemented with e.g. the three-degree CDC route-
and-select SDM ROADM architecture for the joint-switching of three single-mode
fibers depicted in Figure 4.19, thus enabling the establishment of one, two or three
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connections within a spatial group. WSSs with a minimum port count of 3× (1× 3)
are required, and contentionless operation is achieved through the use of one optical
Multicast Switch per each spatial dimension or one P× Q WSS [96], both of which
may lead to the requirement of further amplification, not shown in the figure, if not
already present. Spatial groups can be routed toward the other two directions or
locally added/dropped via the Add/Drop stage, which leads to two arrays of three
1× 2 opto-mechanical fiber optic switches (whose insertion loss, for commercially
available realizations, is <1 dB) hooked up to selected input/output ports of the
MCSs or P × Q WSSs to allow the selective extraction of channels from a spatial
group (red dotted line in Figure 4.19), as well as the integration of pass-through (red
dashed line) and newly added (red solid line) channels into the same spatial group.

Such an architecture adds a small cost to traditional (F)JoS solutions, yet the over-
all cost would still be well below that of InS designs. Technically, such an architecture
could also be used to support scenario 1, but at a greater cost than strictly necessary.

4.7.1 RSSA Algorithms for Spatial Group Sharing

Back in Section 4.5 an RSSA heuristic that instantiates spatial super-channels by as-
signing resources according to a Space-First (SpaF) First Fit policy (using K-Shortest
Paths for routing) was described, working by combing the spectrum matrix (where
each row represents the WDM channels or spectrum slices of a single spatial di-
mension) column by column, trying to place all carriers of a demand at the same
frequency on different spatial dimensions. A simple yet effective modification to
SpaF, described in Algorithm 7, is to relax its constraint that all carriers of a single
demand must utilize the same frequency. In this manner, demands for large spatial
super-channels can be more easily accepted, by splitting them into smaller chunks
that can be placed at different frequencies, in a sort of mixed or even “distributed”
super-channel. This does not impact the overall efficiency, as the same amount of
spectral guard-bands are used. The algorithms has a complexity of O(K · E · S ·W),
where K is the number of paths considered, E is the number of (aggregated) edges
in the network graph (in the worst case, e.g. a linear topology, a path may traverse
all of them), S is the number of spatial dimensions and W is the number of WDM
channels or spectrum slices. In other words, this simple heuristic has, at worst, lin-
ear complexity with respect to all parameters. Note that entire spatial groups are
allocated at a time, therefore ensuring that the granularity of resources assigned to
a demand matches that of a spatial group, whether an actual carrier is or is not car-
ried in that position. We called this heuristic SpaF with no-reuse (SpaF-N), and we
used it as a benchmark for measuring the performance of the other proposed spatial
group reuse techniques.

Scenario 1 can be supported, assuming a network employing uncoupled spatial
dimensions (e.g. bundles of single-core, single mode fibers), using an RSSA algo-
rithm that computes as follows: upon receiving a new demand between a certain
source and destination, the algorithm operates like SpaF, by firstly iterating over the
K-shortest paths computed between those nodes. After selecting a path, it searches,
among the active demands, for those that share the exact same path of the new one,
and re-uses any spectral resources that are free and already switched on that path
(because they belong to spatial groups that are partly occupied by the co-routed
demands). Finally, if there are yet more carriers to place, the algorithm uses new
(i.e., free and currently not switched) spatial groups, looking for the left- and top-
most first, as per the basic SpaF heuristic, as shown in Algorithm 8. If the process
is unsuccessful, it is repeated on any computed secondary paths, until either a valid
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Algorithm 7 Generalized Space-First with no resource re-use (SpaF-N) first fit allo-
cation using disjoint and mixed spatial super-channels for InS/JoS/FJoS SDM net-
works without lane changes.

1: for each path (in the set of K shortest path from source to destination) do
2: D ← Vector()
3: F ← Vector()
4: c← 0
5: a← 0
6: Compute the

⋂
of available spectral slices for each spat. dim. in the path

7: for each spectral slice s in the first spatial dimension of the path do
8: for each spatial group G in the path do
9: if sufficient contiguous slices for one carrier are free on the first spatial

dimension of the group then
10: for each spatial dimension g in the group do
11: D ← D ∪ g
12: F ← F ∪ s
13: end for
14: c← c + |G|
15: a← 1
16: if c = number of required carriers then
17: return D and F
18: end if
19: end if
20: end for
21: if a = 1 then
22: Skip to the next spectral slice
23: end if
24: end for
25: D ← ∅
26: c← 0
27: a← 0
28: end for
29: return failure

solution is found or K is reached, at which point the demand is blocked. The com-
plexity of this algorithm is O(K · D · E · S ·W), where D is the number of still-active
past demands. We called this SpaF with Full-match resource re-use (SpaF-F).

Likewise, scenario 2 can be supported with a largely similar heuristic, where,
however, the algorithm also attempts to re-use resources from past demands whose
paths only partially match the current one, but only after exploiting any full-matches
it finds, as shown in Algorithm 9. The worst-case complexity of this algorithm is the
same as that of the previous one, albeit the number of past demands (D) is poten-
tially twice as impacting (a fact that is hidden in Big-O notation). Nonetheless, in the
tests reported in Section 4.7.2, the execution time per each incoming demand was a
small fraction of a second (on a modern laptop, and with the number of previously
instantiated demands rarely going above a few thousands). Observe that D is not
a static network parameter like W or S, but will tend to grow as the network ages
(at least initially). We call this heuristic SpaF with Partial-match resource re-use
(SpaF-P).
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Algorithm 8 Generalized Space-First with Full-path match resource re-use (SpaF-F)
first fit allocation using disjoint and mixed spatial super-channels for InS/JoS/FJoS
SDM networks without lane changes.

1: for each K shortest path from source to destination do
2: Collect the spectral availability mask of the path
3: for each active past dmnd do
4: if past dmnd path == incoming dmnd path then
5: for each resource ∈ past dmnd do
6: if resource is free then
7: Allocate carrier here if any remain
8: end if
9: end for

10: end if
11: end for
12: allocate remaining carriers like in SpaF-N
13: if all carriers have been allocated then
14: return success
15: else
16: remove allocations and mark new resources as free
17: end if
18: end for
19: return failure

Please note that the implementations of these algorithms use a few extra opti-
mizations, such as conditions within the loops to ensure that execution exits them at
the earliest opportunity once all carriers of a demand are in place. An additional op-
timization to remove the dependency on E, by e.g. pre-hashing all paths, and using
the hashes (or some IDs) to compare them for equality (rather than comparing them
link by link), was not implemented in this work.
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FIGURE 4.20: Visualization of the differences between SpaF-N, SpaF-
F and SpaF-P: SpaF-F allows re-using resources on path-matching de-
mands which would be wasted using SpaF-N, while SpaF-P works

even with partial path matches.

The operation of the three heuristics is visually outlined in Figure 4.20, where a
simple network composed of 4 spatial dimensions divided into 2 spatial groups is
shown. Given two demands between nodes 1-5 of 1 carrier each, SpaF-N places them
in different spatial groups (wasting the dark gray resources in the figure), switching
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Algorithm 9 Generalized Space-First with Partial-path match resource re-use (SpaF-
P) first fit allocation using disjoint and mixed spatial super-channels for In-
S/JoS/FJoS SDM networks without lane changes.

1: for each K shortest path from source to destination do
2: Collect the spectral availability mask of the path
3: for each active past dmnd do
4: if past dmnd path == incoming dmnd path then
5: for each resource ∈ past dmnd do
6: if resource is free then
7: Allocate carrier here if any remain
8: end if
9: end for

10: end if
11: end for
12: for each active past dmnd do
13: if past dmnd.path ⊇ incoming dmnd.path then
14: for each resource ∈ past dmnd do
15: if resource is free then
16: Allocate carrier here if any remain
17: end if
18: end for
19: end if
20: end for
21: allocate remaining carriers like in SpaF-N
22: if all carriers have been allocated then
23: return success
24: else
25: remove allocations and mark new resources as free
26: end if
27: end for
28: return failure

but not utilizing the remaining spectral resources along the path. SpaF-F is instead
able to share a single spatial group for these path-matching demands (thus saving
the resources belonging to the second spatial groups for other connections). In the
same conditions, SpaF-P would perform in the same way as SpaF-F. However, if
subsequent requests for services between nodes 1-5 and 2-6 were received, while
SpaF-F would require the use of two different spatial groups on link 3-4, SpaF-P
can re-use spatial groups for partial path matches and make do with a single spatial
group.

4.7.2 Simulative Analysis of Spatial Group Reuse Heuristics

Simulation Parameters

Like for the simulations described earlier, a custom tool was used to simulate several
dynamic scenarios (i.e., assuming that connections arrive one by one, have a finite
duration and are eventually removed from the network) to measure the performance
gains of the proposed ROADM architecture and heuristics.
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As before, the Telefónica Spain’s national network topology was used. In order
to have a fair comparison among the three SDM switching paradigms, regardless of
any transmission medium related performance constraints, bundles of 9 or 12 (de-
pending on the experiment) independent single core, single mode fibers, each with
an available spectrum of 4.8 THz (i.e., the entire C-band), equivalent to 96 DWDM
channels or 384 12.5 GHz frequency slots, were considered for all links in the net-
work. As an additional justification for the focus on SMF bundles, rather than more
exotic SDM fibers, observe that utilizing already deployed fiber plants (that is, bun-
dles of fibers) is the most cost-effective option for near-term realizations of SDM
networks. Routing was performed using the well-known Yen’s K-Shortest Paths
algorithm [7] based on Dijkstra’s algorithm [6] to compute a single Shortest Path,
using a value of K = 3 for all experiments. Unless otherwise stated, the spatial
group size was set to 3, although, obviously, InS scenarios are implemented with a
group size of 1, and JoS with a size equal to the number of spatial dimensions. DP-
8QAM was assumed as the modulation format, which, under the conditions of the
simulations, should give a reach of about 1700 Km [8], which is enough to support
even the longest demand between any of the Add/Drop nodes on the third-shortest
path between them (i.e., no demands are rejected due to routing and optical reach
issues). Such a modulation, assuming a 32 Gbaud baudrate, allows the transmission
of up to 192 Gb/s on each carrier, while fitting in the standard DWDM 50 GHz grid
(which was used in all experiments). Each data point is obtained by simulating 105

bidirectional demands.
As for earlier experiments, two network performance metrics were measured:

Blocking Probability (BP), i.e., the ratio between the number of refused and total
demands over the whole network, and network Throughput, i.e., the average of
the sum of the capacities (in Tb/s) of all active optical connections in the network,
against network load or the characteristics of the simulated traffic demands, under
a number of conditions discussed in the rest of this section.

Both traffic scaling models discussed in Section 4.6, namely scaling the number
and size of connections, were used.

In all experiments source and destination nodes were uniformly distributed be-
tween all Add/Drop nodes in the network.

Simulation Results: Scaling Average Number of Demands

A first batch of simulations involved scaling the load of the network by increasing
the average number of connected demands, modeled as uniformly distributed over
1-9 carriers (out of 9 spatial dimensions), for an average requested throughput of
960 Gb/s (an average of 5 carriers per connection request), selecting a fixed inter-
arrival time and variable holding time so as to achieve a desired average input load.
This means that the average size of the demanded connections connections does not
change, while their number does as the load on the network increases.

Figure 4.21 depicts the measured BP against the average input network load, ex-
pressed in Erlang (i.e., requested average number of active connection in the whole
network at a time), for a network employing either SpaF-F, SpaF-N or SpaF-P, for
each of the InS, FJoS or JoS switching paradigms. As expected, there is no difference
between any of the algorithms when InS is used, since there are no spectral resources
that are already switched but not used in that case, therefore InS-F, InS-N and InS-P
were collapsed into a single curve (InS), which is the best performing. Consistently
with previous results (Section 4.5, the JoS solution perform significantly worse than
FJoS, which in turn is worse than InS in terms of BP in the context of dynamic small
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FIGURE 4.21: Measured Blocking Probability vs. Input Load for No,
Full and Partial path matching for resource re-use.

connections. However, by re-using resources on full path matches (SpaF-F), signifi-
cant reductions in BP, of more than an order of magnitude, can be achieved for both
JoS and FJoS (with respect to SpaF-N). Furthermore, SpaF-P achieves a similar gain
to reach nearly the same performance of InS even when using FJoS and JoS architec-
tures, thus justifying the required slight increase in node complexity (and thus cost),
despite requiring a slightly more complex switching node architecture.
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FIGURE 4.22: Measured Network Throughput vs. Input Load for No,
Full and Partial path matching for resource re-use.

Accordingly, Figure 4.22 shows the measured throughput (in Tb/s) against the
average input load for all algorithms and switching paradigms in the first batch of
simulations. As expected from Figure 4.21, at very low loads all algorithms exhibit
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the same performance, as there is no significant blocking to prevent connections
from being established. At higher loads, however, first SpaF-N and then SpaF-F
start to fall significantly behind the performance exhibited by InS when JoS and FJoS
are used. Again, SpaF-P instead maintains comparable throughput (within a 0.3%
difference) even when FJoS or JoS are used.

Simulation Results: Scaling Average Size of Demands

A second batch of simulations involved scaling the load of the network by instead in-
creasing the average size of demands, by modeling the connection arrival as a (trun-
cated and discretized) normal distribution, fixing both the inter-arrival and holding
times (for a demanded load of 940 Erlang), and scaling the load of the demands by
changing the average of the distribution (from 1 to 9 carriers) with a fixed standard
deviation, i.e., we scaling the average size of connections while keeping their num-
ber fixed.
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FIGURE 4.23: Measured Blocking Probability vs. Average Connection
Size at 940 Erlang for No, Full and Partial path matching for resource

re-use.

Figure 4.23 depicts the measured BP against increasing average connection size
for the various algorithms and switching paradigms under study. Once again, the
performance when InS is used is collapsed into a single curve. using this model the
ranking of the various algorithms is largely the same, but with some notable differ-
ences. First of all, the performance of JoS-N is static. This is because this algorithm
uses full Joint Switching of all spatial dimensions, without attempting any re-use of
already switched resources; therefore, irrespective of the size of a demand, the same
amount of resources (a spectral super-channel of 9 carriers) is allocated for all points
in the X axis, which, at the chosen load exhibits significant blocking (consistently
with Figure 4.21). Secondly, unlike Figure 4.21, here all algorithms and switching
paradigms tend to converge to the same performance at higher loads (at least in log
scale), and as connections mostly fill the available super-channel the penalty from
using JoS and FJoS becomes relatively small. Again, both JoS-P and FJoS-P perform
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admirably close to InS, still providing an advantage over the other approaches at
lower loads.
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source re-use.

Lastly, Figure 4.24 depicts the measured throughput (in Tb/s) against increas-
ing average connection size for all algorithms and switching paradigms. Here we
can observe a few differences compared to Figure 4.22 (where traffic was scaled in-
creasing the number of connections). First of all, at low loads (with small connec-
tions) JoS-N performs significantly worse than the other algorithms, owing to it’s
high constant BP exhibited in Figure 4.23. As the average connection size increased,
we observe the performance of the various algorithms first approaches that of Fig-
ure 4.22; indeed, with an average connection size of 5 (the same as in the number of
connections experiment) the performance of the algorithms is the same. However, as
the average connection size approaches that of the spatial super-channel used by JoS,
the performance of all algorithms tends to converge. Once again, the performance
of JoS-P and FJoS-P is largely the same of that of InS (as expected from Figure 4.23),
therefore potentially justifying the extra investment compared to JoS-N and FJoS-N
even in this scenario.

Simulation Results: Sensitivity Analysis to Traffic Parameters

A third batch of simulations, borrowing from the experience discussed in Section 4.6,
studied the impact of different parameters of the process generating the input traffic
to the performance of the proposed algorithms, focusing on the behavior of SpaF-F
and SpaF-P since the behavior of simple SpaF was analyzed previously.

A normal distribution was used to draw the incoming demand size. Links were
configured to use 12 spatial dimensions, which allows to simulate two levels of sym-
metric FJoS, with groups of 3 and 6 spatial dimensions, respectively.

First, the average input demand size and standard deviation (200 Gbps) were
fixed, studying the BP resulting from changing the input load at several average
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sizes. Then, the impact of changing the standard deviation at a fixed network load
(1000 Erlang), against different average connection sizes was investigated.
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FIGURE 4.25: Measured Blocking probability vs. Input Network
Load for SpaF-F with average connection sizes of 700 (a), 1150 (b)

and 1600 (c) Gbps.
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FIGURE 4.26: Measured Blocking probability vs. Input Network
Load for SpaF-P with average connection sizes of 700 (a), 1150 (b)

and 1600 (c) Gbps.

The sensitivity of SpaF-F and SpaF-P to different average connections sizes (700,
1150, and 1600 Gbps) was measured by studying the resulting BP as a function of
network load, as shown in Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26 for SpaF-F and SpaF-P, re-
spectively. These results are largely comparable to those described in Section 4.6, in
the sense that, broadly speaking, larger connections ameliorate the BP penalty suf-
fered by FJoS and JoS designs compared to InS. Furthermore, the additional penalty
resulting from increasing the size of the atomically switched spatial group in FJoS is
clearly visible.

Observing the results for SpaF-F (Figure 4.25), with a majority of small connec-
tions (Figure 4.25a) the performance convergence of the four plots is slow and im-
perfect (note the log scale on the Y axis), while for larger ones (Figure 4.25b and
Figure 4.25c) it happens much more quickly. One notable difference is that, due to
the ability of re-using partially occupied spectral resources enabled by SpaF-F and
SpaF-P, even with large connections (Figure 4.25c) there is a detectable difference
in the performance of different switching algorithms (unlike in Section 4.6). This is
because SpaF-F allows the splitting of a single large spatial super-channel into multi-
ple smaller ones, inversely multiplexed into the available spectral/spatial resources.
For the same reason, the overall performance of JoS exhibits a dependence on the
average connection size; this was not the case for the original SpaF implementation
(Section 4.6). Note that the first data point for JoS in Figure 4.25b has a very low sta-
tistical confidence (exactly one occurrence out of 105), and can thus be disregarded.

The results for SpaF-P (Figure 4.26) exhibit a behavior similar to that of Fig-
ure 4.21, i.e., JoS and FJoS block about as much as InS, with the latter performing
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exactly as in Figure 4.25. Again, the performance of JoS is not constant, as in in
Section 4.6, but closely tracks that of InS, as does FJoS, for the same reasons as be-
fore, magnified by the greater likelihood of resource re-use of SpaF-P (which allows
link-matches in addition to full-path matches).
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FIGURE 4.27: Measured Blocking probability vs. Input Traffic Stan-
dard Deviation for SpaF-N and SpaF-P, with average connection sizes

of 1150 Gbps at 1000 Erlang.
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FIGURE 4.28: Measured Blocking probability vs. Input Traffic Stan-
dard Deviation for SpaF-N and SpaF-P, with average connection sizes

of 1600 Gbps at 1000 Erlang.

Lastly, a study of the sensitivity of SpaF-F and SpaF-P to the diversity of the
input traffic was performed. This was measured through its standard deviation: a
low value indicates fairly uniform connection sizes (close to the chosen average),
while a large one results in connection requests ranging over the whole space of
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possible sizes. The resulting BP for both SpaF-F and SpaF-P with respect to the
standard deviation of the input traffic model, at a load of 1000 Erlang, is depicted
in Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28 for average connection sizes of 1150 and 1600 Gbps,
respectively. No result is shown for 700 Gbps, since, as shown in Figure 4.25a and
Figure 4.26a, neither SpaF-F nor SpaF-P exhibit any blocking at 1000 Erlang with this
average connection size.

In both Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28 there is no difference between SpaF-F and
SpaF-P under InS conditions, and the exhibited BP increases steadily with the size
of the switching group. Also in both cases the resulting BP appears to be far less
sensitive to the value of the standard deviation compared to what was observed in
Section 4.6, where InS and FJoS performed significantly better than JoS with higher
levels of standard deviation. This was assumed to be because FJoS and especially InS
are better suited to accommodate a mixture of big and small demands, due to their
smaller granularity. This effect is still somewhat visible in Figure 4.27 and especially
Figure 4.28, however is is far less marked and also applies to JoS. This is because
SpaF-F and SpaF-P allow both the re-use of partially occupied spatial groups, and
the inverse multiplexing of large connections into a number of spatial groups, there-
fore suffering far less from the increased granularity issue. Very similar results were
obtained for higher input loads, consistently with Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26.

4.8 YAMATO: an Experimental SDN Control Plane for SDM
Networks

In addition to devising a model to represent SDM networks and resource allocation
heuristics to install lightpahts over them, as part of the INSPACE project [97] an
experimental control plane for SDM networks was designed and built (although the
author of this thesis mostly only dealt with the former), dubbed YAMATO.

Before delving into a description of the control plane design and an analysis of
its performance, this section describes how to deal with the general case of SDM net-
works employing lane changes and/or presenting cross-wired spatial dimensions,
and the additional challenges facing reactive reliability in such networks.

YAMATO: Origins of a Name

The name YAMATO comes, funnily enough, from a fictional space-worthy
battleship (see the joke? Space-ship. . . ), depicted above (left), itself inspired
by a real world WW2 Japanese battleship (right). Many thanks to Antonio
Francescon for coming up with the name and reference, and to my supervi-
sor, Dr. Domenico Siracusa, for the original joke.
All images © of their original owners.
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4.8.1 Resource Allocation with Spatial Lane Changes and Cross-wired
Spatial Dimensions

All the heuristics presented in this chapter produce a single assignment of spatial
resources, which is fine for networks where spatial dimensions cannot change at
intermediate nodes, but otherwise excessively limiting.

Algorithm 10 Generalized Space-First first fit allocation using disjoint and mixed
spatial super-channels for InS/JoS/FJoS SDM networks with lane changes.

1: for each path (in the set of K shortest path from source to destination) do
2: D ← Vector(i)
3: for each link i in the path do
4: D[i]← Vector()
5: end for
6: F ← Vector()
7: a← 0
8: b← 0
9: c← 0

10: Compute the
⋂

of available spectral slices for each spat. dim. in the path
11: for each spectral slice s in the first spatial dimension of the path do
12: for each spatial group G in the path do
13: for each link i in the path do
14: if sufficient contiguous slices for one carrier are free on the first

spatial dimension of the group in this link then
15: for each spatial dimension g in the group do
16: D[i]← D[i] ∪ g
17: F ← F ∪ s
18: end for
19: c← c + |G|
20: a← 1
21: if c = number of required carriers then
22: b← b + 1
23: if thenb = number of links in the path)
24: return D and F
25: end if
26: Skip to the next link in the path
27: end if
28: end if
29: end for
30: end for
31: if a = 1 then
32: Skip to the next spectral slice
33: end if
34: end for
35: D ← ∅
36: c← 0
37: a← 0
38: end for
39: return failure

One way to deal with this problem is to turn the D parameter, i.e., the set of
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selected spatial dimensions returned by the algorithm, into a vector of such sets, each
representing the spatial dimensions selected for the ith link in the path. An example
of such an heuristic, which is an extended version of Algorithm 7, is reported in
Algorithm 10.

Such an heuristic can deal with the general case of lane changes, and can also
work on networks employing heterogeneous SDM links, i.e., links with different
numbers of arrangement of spatial dimensions. The latter case is not a complete
fancy, as the piecemeal upgrade of SMF-based SDM networks, starting from the
busiest links, is one of the attractive options of this paradigm.

Another mean to achieve compatibility with such heterogeneous networks, even
if they do not support lane changes, is to introduce a fifth sub-step in the RSSA
problem (described back in Section 4.3) to produce the per-link spatial dimension
assignment and verify its feasibility. This can be easily done using the well-known
Max-Flow algorithm [98], on a network graph restricted to the representation of the
intra- and inter-node links of the chosen path (to “herd” spatial dimensions on that
path). The algorithm returns the maximum number of spatial dimensions occupied
(which must match with the number of expected carriers in an exclusively spatial
super-channel) and the set of links (switching ports, in Section 4.2 parlance) used to
derive that number.

4.8.2 Optical Restoration Challenges in Heterogeneous SDM Networks

Optical restoration [12] is a reliability mechanism through which a transparent op-
tical connection (i.e., a lightpath), which fails because either a link or a node in its
path suffers a catastrophic issue (e.g. a fiber cut), is re-routed on an alternative path
(typically computed a posteriori, i.e., dynamically after the failure occurs) in order
to resume service.

This process is subject to additional complexity in the context of SDM networks
whenever these are composed of heterogeneous links and/or nodes; this can be ex-
pected to be a common occurrence, both during a transition phase towards SDM
(e.g. exploiting what bundles of fibers are already deployed), and to better cater to
a non-uniform traffic matrix (adding more spatial dimensions to the more heavily
utilized links).

For example, imagine that a connection is transmitted as a spatial super-channel
of two signals (transmitted at the same frequency), over the path A-B on the sim-
plified network depicted in Figure 4.29. Upon a failure on link A-B, a restoration
scheme would then choose to re-route on the A-C-B path (the only alternative).
However, the C-B link has only one spatial dimension. Therefore, to correctly re-
store this service on the chosen path, it must be split and sent over a single spatial
dimension, if feasible. Note that if e.g. the super-channel is generated by a single
SDM transmitter, which can only output a single frequency at a time, this would not
be an acceptable solution. A similar reasoning could be needed even in the case of
paths with homogeneous links: it is sufficient that no two same channels or spec-
trum slices be available at the same frequency on both spatial dimensions.

In general, if the resources on, number of or relationship between spatial di-
mensions differs from primary and backup path(s), a restoration scheme for SDM
networks must be smart enough to recognize cases where it is necessary, and feasi-
ble, to alter the shape of a super-channel. The same requirements also apply to any
pre-planned protection scheme.
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FIGURE 4.29: Restoration in heterogeneous SDM networks: alternate
paths may have different spatial configurations; only relevant WSSs

are depicted.

4.8.3 YAMATO Control Plane Architecture and Operation

The main component of YAMATO is a spatially-spectrally flexible SDN optical net-
work controller developed on top of the OpenDaylight SDN framework (ODL) [99],
capable of managing heterogeneous SDM networks employing InS, JoS and FJoS
ROADMs, and any mixture of SDM links. The high-level architecture of YAMATO
is depicted in Figure 4.30. The main controller functions are implemented by several
sub-modules, most of which where developed from scratch.

FIGURE 4.30: YAMATO architecture schema.

The North-bound Communications Manager (NCM) module exposes an HTTP
REST JSON interface to external applications, through which they can retrieve net-
work and connection information and manage optical services. Furthermore, the
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NCM has been designed to be easily extended with a Graphical User Interface with-
out changing the internal functionalities and object representations.

The Connection Manager (CM) handles connection requests coming from the
NCM, enforces their serialization, and manages the life-cycle of optical services. In
particular, when a new connection service request comes from the NCM module,
the CM validates it, asks for a path and spatial-spectrum allocation to the PRE, and
sends the request, with full path and spectrum information, to the NAM. Finally,
after receiving the required service updates from the lower modules, it notifies the
NCM with the updated status (installed/failed) of the request.

The PCE/RSSA Engine (PRE) performs Routing, Space and Spectrum Alloca-
tion (RSSA) using information retrieved from the TED manager. The well-known
Yen’s K-Shortest Paths algorithm [7] is used to compute the end-to-end, Inter-node
path, while Intra-node routing (i.e., selecting which intra-node cables to cross for a
given service, see e.g. Figure 4.2) is computed after RSSA using the Max-Flow algo-
rithm [98]. This is done to constrain the algorithm to use the same inter-node links
for all sub-channels of a service, which is paramount in the case of coupled SDM
links, as MIMO DSP techniques are used to compensate from crosstalk and core
coupling. Note that, if all ROADMs are symmetrically wired, Intra-node routing is
a fairly straightforward process, which could be computed using simple heuristics
rather than the more computationally expensive Max-Flow algorithm, which, how-
ever, is general enough to be able to handle even ROADMs with asymmetric patch
cable configurations. As space-spectrum resource allocation strategy, PRE embeds
a Space-First First-Fit algorithm (specifically, Algorithm 6) for spectrum and space
allocation. Optical feasibility estimation is currently carried out by means of a table
that provides a pre-computed relation between transmission parameters and reach,
similarly to Table 4.1.

The TED Manager (TM) simply provides a relational Database as a Service (DaaS)
to other modules, ensuring data persistence and consistency.

The Network Abstraction Module (NAM), the only module used largely unmod-
ified from the stock ODL sources, collects topology information and changes, and
provides an abstract interface towards the underlying network to the upper mod-
ules.

The South-bound Protocol Manager (SPM) implements a protocol specific driver
to communicate to the remote CP Agents, based on a RESTCONF [100] XML repre-
sentation of a node in our network model. RESTCONF is an HTTP-based protocol
that provides a programmatic interface for accessing data defined in YANG [101].

Finally, YAMATO leverages two different external software artifacts, running re-
motely: (i) the Control Plane Agents (CP Agents) and (ii) the Optical Agents (OAs),
interconnected through another custom HTTP REST JSON API. Each CP Agent rep-
resents a different Optical Node. It interacts with the YAMATO controller on one
side, while connecting to multiple Optical Drivers on the other. Its main functional-
ities include:

• Translating between the OAs and YAMATO. The data model used by YAM-
ATO and by the Optical Agents is different (network-centric vs. device-centric).
Moreover, each CP Agent can control several devices and thus needs to corre-
late all their configurations to provide an integrated node view to YAMATO.

• Collecting information local to a node (WSSs, patch cable configurations, transceivers).
The CP Agent is responsible for maintaining an up-to-date view of the status
of all the inventory items belonging to a node, and update YAMATO of any
changes.
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• Configuring the optical devices according to incoming requests. When a con-
figuration request is received from the HTTP RESTCONF interface with YAM-
ATO, the CP Agent contacts the Optical Drivers, sends them the updates that
pertain them, and waits for installation notifications, that are then forwarded
back to the controller.

• Reacting to network failures and escalating them up to YAMATO. If a network
event occurs, such as WSS-, link- or port-down event, the CP Agents are in
charge of notifying YAMATO that will then take call the appropriate logic to
overcome or mitigate the failure.

Each Optical Agent (OA) abstracts device-specific commands and configura-
tion (generally vendor-dependent) and stores their up-to-date configuration in a
database. The Optical driver has two interfaces: a JSON-REST Northbound AP, used
to communicate with the CP Agent, that allows the Control Plane to configure each
WSS and transceiver on the node, and Southbound interface (e.g. RS422 Serial) to
communicate with each WSS and transceiver and configure them.

YAMATO Operation

This section outlines the procedures carried out by YAMATO in case of: (i) a new
connection service request and (ii) service restoration after a network failure.

FIGURE 4.31: Connection Service work-flow.

Figure 4.31 describes the work-flow in the case of a new connection service re-
quest. The request arrives to YAMATO through the NCM module, that parses it,
converts the JSON representation into a Connection Service Request (a Java object)
and sends it to the CM module. The Connection Manager validates the requests
(verifying e.g. the presence of required fields, the correctness of IDs with respect
to those stored in the internal database, etc.) and then requests a path and spec-
trum computation to the PRE. The PCE/RSSA Engine performs path computation
and space-spectrum allocation in series, and replies with a full path and selected
spatial and spectral resources (if at least one solution was found) or with a negative
feedback. The CM then pre-reserves the requested resources on the TM and sends
the fully populated request (with full path and spectrum information) to the NAM,
which again validates it with the updated status of the physical resources and sends
it to the SPM driver(s) in charge of the optical nodes on the selected path. These
send a set of partial connection service requests to the remote Control Plane Agents
responsible for the optical nodes affected by the new service. Each CP Agent un-
packs its local service request into multiple WSSs configurations that are then sent
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to the Optical Agents, which configure the physical elements and send back to the
CP Agent a notification when the process completes. The CP Agent then forwards
the service status updates back up the NAM, which collects and correlates them to
provide an up-to-date service status to the higher modules.

FIGURE 4.32: Connection Restoration (after Network event) work-
flow.

The work-flow for the restoration of affected connections after a network event
(i.e., node, port or link down/up) is depicted in Figure 4.32. In the case of such a net-
work event, the NAM manager is responsible for identifying the affected connection
services and for initiating the restoration procedure, updating their status and noti-
fying both the TED (that will update the status of their resources in the database) and
the CM about these changes. For each connection service, the CM first stores the out-
dated service properties (such as primary failed path and related spatial and spectral
resources) to later re-use them (e.g. in the case of revertible services, that is, services
that can be moved back to the original path after a failure has been repaired). Then,
it starts a new service request process, similar to the one detailed previously. The
main difference is that the service request(s) generated by the NAM to the Control
Plane Agents also include request(s) to release the resources associated to the failed
services before reserving the new ones. This does not lead to resource preemption,
since these resources are still known to belong to the original primary path(s) in the
SDN controller.

4.8.4 Experimental Setup & Performance Evaluation of YAMATO

As for earlier experiments, the emulated Spanish national backbone topology [90],
depicted in Figure 4.5 back in Section 4.4.1, was used, configured as comprising
30 FJoS nodes (switching two symmetrical spatial groups) and 56 links, each made
of 4 uncoupled spatial dimensions. The work “emulation” is used to describe the
fact that CP agent for each node in the topology was instantiated, and furnished
with a number of OAs emulating the respective WSSs by accepting configuration
commands and replying successfully (as long as they are well-formatted).

As a performance metric, the time (in ms) needed to set up a new optical con-
nection (from the point of view of the CP, i.e., ignoring amplifier setup times) was
used, as a function of the length (number of hops) of a connection, and as a func-
tion of the number of previously instantiated (and still active) connections in the
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network. These experiments outline the scalability of the system, and show which
sub-processes need further refinements. In addition, the time needed to compute
and install restoration services after a failure was also measured, as a function of
the number of failed connections. For all experiments, each data point shows the
average of 103 measurements, and is divided into several factors contributing to the
overall setup time.

Scalability vs. Connection Size

In a first experiment, whose results are depicted in Figure 4.33, the average amount
of time needed to instantiate a new connection, as a function of the number of links
it traverses, was measured. This value is broken down into several sub-steps: Rout-
ing, i.e., the selection of the inter-node path to be traversed, then Modulation Level,
Spectrum and Space allocation (MLSSA), i.e., the selection of the spatial and spectral
resources to be used, and intra-node routing, then generation of the required YANG
configuration, i.e., computation of the difference between the existing configuration
of the nodes and that needed to implement the new service, and finally time needed
by the remote agents to configure the emulated nodes and report back.
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FIGURE 4.33: Setup time vs. demand size (hops).

Figure 4.33 shows that for all hop counts the process terminates in less than a
second, and all sub-steps scale more or less linearly with respect to the hop count,
but at significantly different rates. The routing sub-process scales very well (the
worst-case complexity of our implementation is O(K · N3), where N is the number
of nodes in the network and K the parameter of KSP). Likewise, the MLSSA and the
YANG generation steps clearly scale linearly (at best) with the hop count, which is
reasonable considering that MLSSA must check the availability of resources in all the
hops of a path, and the length of the generated YANG clearly depends on the amount
of hops to describe. Lastly, the node configuration step scales very well (it is nearly
constant), due to the fact that YAMATO configures the nodes in parallel through the
CP Agents, rather than waiting for a node to finish its configuration before moving
to the next one, as done in the Resource Reservation Protocol traditionally used for
this purpose.
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A first lesson that can be gleamed from this result, and will be further reinforced
by the others, is that while translating between several representations (JSON re-
quest, Java Object, YANG model(s), OA JSON model(s) can be necessary to tying
together fairly disparate technologies, it has a non-negligible, and in fact rather sig-
nificant, cost in terms of setup time.

Scalability vs. Number of Connections
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FIGURE 4.34: Setup time vs. number of connections already estab-
lished.

In a second experiment, whose results are shown in Figure 4.34, the average
amount of time needed to instantiate a new connection as a function of the num-
ber of random-length previously instantiated connections in the network was mea-
sured, again decomposed as before, be first installing the desired amount of connec-
tions and then repeatedly requesting and removing the same 4-hops test demand.
Observe that in this case the scaling is nearly flat, which suggests that YAMATO
can handle a significant number of optical connections. The slight increase in setup
times in this case is mostly due to the YANG generation step, which includes several
checks about the computed candidate connection against those already established,
and therefore requires a longer time the larger the number of existing active connec-
tions in the network.

SDM Restoration Delay

The last experiment, whose results are depicted in Figure 4.35, shows instead the
time needed to complete the restoration of a given number of affected connections
after a simulated failure occurs. Clearly, this process is dominated by the MLSSA
computation. This is because we did not implement an algorithm dedicated to this
task, so the system simply performs a series of allocations using the specifications
(source, destination, bandwidth) of the original requests. In fact, the time required
by the MLSSA process in the context of restoration is almost exactly equal to the
average time it needed for a single connection (Figure 4.33, times the number of
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FIGURE 4.35: Time needed to setup a given number of failed optical
connections.

affected connections. We expect that by implementing a proper heuristic able to
accommodate all affected demands in a single run this time could be significantly
reduced.

While the overall performance of YAMATO is far from record-breaking, correct-
ness, rather than speed, was our primary concern during development. This is re-
flected in the many layer of redundant checks that YAMATO performs at every step
of the process. Low-hanging fruits to improve YAMATO’s performances include
parallelizing the configuration of each device, which is currently done serially, and
reducing the current debug-level of internal checks. Yet more performance may be
obtained by realizing the aforementioned “planning” MLSSA heuristic, as well as by
profiling the code to locate the most critical areas for optimization. Finally, compiler-
level optimizations may also allow us to squeeze a bit more performance from our
implementation.
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Chapter 5

Summary of Contributions and
Conclusions

The stated objective of this thesis was to “contribute to the realization of the needed
increase in the performance of future transport networks, by means of improved
allocation resource algorithms”. In order to achieve it, three main contributions were
identified.

Firstly, in Chapter 3 we tackled the the problem of Spectrum Fragmentation
in Flexi-grid networks, solving which would enable network operators to squeeze
additional capacity from existing infrastructure before it requiring upgrades. Af-
ter describing the problem and various approaches to quantify and mitigate in the
scientific literature, we presented a new fragmentation metric, Wasted Slices and
Usability Factor (WSUF, Section 3.3), which measures the probability for free spec-
tral resources of not being useful to configure a lightpath, and two simple fam-
ilies of RSA heuristics, Minimize-Fragmentation-Routing (M-F-R) and Minimize-
Fragmentation-NoRouting (M-F-NR), to minimize fragmentation (Section 3.4). Us-
ing simulations, we showed (Section 3.5.2) how the proposed metric outperforms
two existing ones (and a baseline fragmentation-unaware RSA, K-Shortest Path with
First Fit spectrum allocation) in terms of resulting network performance in a dy-
namic scenario. The results show that WSUF is a more effective metric at capturing
the nuances of fragmentation than the other metrics from literature (thus resulting
in better network performance in terms of accepted connections), and that both fam-
ilies of algorithms perform better (M-F-R potentially much better) than FF in terms
of both blocking probability and network throughput. Furthermore, results show
that M-F-R algorithms use consistently more spectral resources than FF and M-F-NR
ones, because they load balance busy links as a side effect of minimizing fragmen-
tation, thus utilizing longer-than-shortest paths well before the others. On balance,
this behavior is found to be beneficial to the network’s performance.

Secondly, in Chapter 4 we identified Space Division Multiplexing (SDM) as a
promising solution for longer then capacity growth, overcoming the finite capacity
of fibers by using multiple ones in parallel, and provided an overview of the tech-
nique and its related literature (Section 4.1). Two main weaknesses in the existing
scientific literature were identified: modeling (Section 4.2)and solving the resource
allocation problem in (Sections 4.4 to 4.7) SDM networks.

With respect to the former, in Section 4.2 we described a network model for SDM
networks, showed how to use it to encode complex SDM configurations, and dis-
cussed how to incorporate its novelties in existing protocol models. On a related
note, in Section 4.8 we detailed the architecture and work-flow of YAMATO, an ex-
perimental SDN control plane for SDM optical networks employing independent,
joint and fractional joint switching paradigms and/or coupled SDM links, imple-
menting and exploiting the proposed model capable of abstracting the features of
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SDM devices. We also described the issues for the process of optical restoration
stemming from the introduction of SDM, and evaluated the performance and scal-
ability of YAMATO using an emulated SDM extension of a European national net-
work, showing that it is capable of handling a significant number of connections
with short setup times, and is capable of coordinating optical restoration.

With respect to the latter, a number of heuristics to solve the Routing, Space
and Spectrum Allocation (RSSA) problem were presented and iteratively refined.
A simulative study of simple extensions to the First Fit heuristic (Section 4.4.1) for
solving RSSA showed that the potential capacity increase of SDM is in fact limited
by some limitations in the way optical connections can be allocated, and that, while
space-oriented heuristics work well with splitter-based SDM transceivers, they are
less spectrally efficient (and, thus, exhibit lower overall network throughput) than
spectrum-oriented ones, unless care is taken to precisely align spectral super-channels
over multiple spatial dimensions. A further set of simulations (Section 4.5.1) rein-
forced the notion that different approaches to creating SDM super-channels lead
to different spectral efficiency, but also highlighted how the less efficient spatial
super-channels can benefit from significant reductions in cost due to the use of Joint
and Fractional Joint Switching (JoS/FJoS), and quantified the performance loss (in
terms of connection blocking probability) of these paradigms. Another study (Sec-
tion 4.6.1) expanded the set of network traffic conditions studied to prove that, under
the right scaling (namely, relatively low traffic diversity), (F)JoS network do not ex-
hibit higher blocking than the much more expensive InS ones. We then showed (Sec-
tion 4.7) an approach to improve the performance of (F)JoS in uncoupled SDM net-
works when combined with relatively small connection demands, by means of two
RSSA heuristics requiring ROADM designs with slight modifications to the Add/-
Drop stage. We used simulations to prove that the proposed algorithms can signif-
icantly improve the performance of SDM networks employing Joint and Fractional
Joint switching, in some cases achieving performance parity with the much more
expensive Independent Switching paradigm, and verified this claim both when net-
work traffic scales due to the number of demands (resulting in many small connec-
tions) or their size (resulting in fewer, larger connections), showing that the proposed
algorithms are insensitive to average connection size and standard deviation.

Overall, we believe the contributions of the thesis adequately provide at least
some answers to the challenges faced by future optical transport networks, both in
the short (Flexi-grid) and long (SDM) terms. Especially with respect to the latter,
however, the findings outlined in this thesis, while hopefully useful first steps, are
far from a complete analysis of the topic of SDM, and further work is needed to
unlock the full potential of this technology.
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